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Abstract

The application of liquid metals as the heat transfer fluid in central receiver
systems can increase their efficiency and make them economically more com-
petitive. Therefore, a better understanding of the underlying heat transfer
mechanism under non-homogeneous thermal boundary conditions is necessary
for a safe and optimum design of the power plant. To this end, high-fidelity
direct numerical simulations and large-eddy simulations are performed in this
study to analyze the heat transfer in the receiver geometry.

As a first step, three different types of homogeneous thermal boundary con-
ditions are compared and assessed to find the most appropriate one for the
current application as well as highlighting their influences on thermal statistics
in general. These are isothermal, isoflux and a mixed-type boundary condi-
tion. The simulations span a range of Reynolds numbers from '41 = 5300
to '41 = 37700 and two Prandtl numbers, %A = 0.71 corresponding to air
and %A = 0.025 representing a class of liquid metals such as lead-bismuth
eutectic. For low-Prandtl-number fluids the Nusselt number is ≈ 20% lower
when imposing isothermal boundary conditions compared to the other two.
Decomposing the Nusselt number into laminar and turbulent contributions
reveals the dominant turbulent terms as the radial turbulent heat flux contribu-
tion for %A = 0.71 and the contribution due to the turbulent velocity field for
%A = 0.025. First- and second-order thermal statistics exhibit dependencies on
the type of thermal boundary condition, not only limited to the near-wall region
but also extending towards the core of the flow. As a result of this compari-
son, the isoflux boundary condition is selected for modeling non-homogeneous
thermal boundary conditions on the receiver because the solar radiation im-
poses a wall heat flux distribution and the isoflux boundary condition is able
to capture fluctuations of the wall temperature.

An azimuthally non-homogeneous wall heat flux distribution is prescribed to
analyze how the inhomogeneity affects the thermal statistics. One half of the
receiver is adiabatic and either a constant or sinusoidal distribution is set on
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Abstract

the other half. While azimuthally averaged Nusselt numbers are not affected,
agreeing with the results of the homogeneous setup, the local Nusselt numbers
are significantly different and need to be taken into account when designing the
receiver because of the inhomogeneous wall temperature. Furthermore, the
anisotropy of the turbulent thermal diffusivity as well as the turbulent Prandtl
number is assessed. For high enough Reynolds numbers, the turbulent Prandtl
number attains a value of approximately unity and becomes isotropic in the
core of the flow, while close to the wall it remains anisotropic. A proper
orthogonal decomposition unveils higher energy portions in the first modes for
%A = 0.025 compared to %A = 0.71 due to the larger thermal structures at low
Prandtl numbers, thereby aggregating the energy in fewer modes.

The complex azimuthally and axially non-homogeneous distribution of wall
heat flux portray additionally the dependency of thermal statistics in streamwise
direction. Nusselt numbers averaged in circumferential direction and evaluated
at the location of maximum wall heat flux yield similar results for %A = 0.71
whereas for low Prandtl numbers the Nusselt number evaluated at the location
of maximum wall heat flux is smaller than the circumferentially averaged one.
This is due to the less intense peak of the wall temperature caused by the
high thermal diffusivity of low-Prandtl-number fluids. First- and second-order
statistics for selected axial and azimuthal locations show similar features as
in the setup of azimuthally non-homogeneous thermal boundary conditions
superimposed with an axial development.

All of the generated results form a database for testing and tuning computation-
ally less intensive Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes models and are available
in the open access repository KITopen [SSD1–SSD3].
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Zusammenfassung

Die Anwendung von Flüssigmetallen als Wärmetragermedium im Bereich
der konzentrierenden Solarthermie kann deren Effizienz steigern und diese
ökonomisch wettbewerbsfähiger machen. Deshalb ist ein besseres Ver-
ständnis der zugrunde liegenden Wärmeübergangsmechanismen unter nicht-
homogenen thermischen Randbedingungen notwendig für ein sicheres und op-
timales Design des Kraftwerks. Zu diesem Zweck werden hochauflösende di-
rekte numerische Simulationen und Grobstruktursimulationen in dieser Studie
durchgeführt um den Wärmeübergang innerhalb der Receivergeometrie zu
analysieren.

Als ein erster Schritt werden drei verschieden Typen von thermischen Randbe-
dingungen verglichen und bewertet um diejenige zu finden, welche für die
vorliegende Anwendung am besten geeignet ist und deren Einfluss auf thermis-
che Statistiken im Allgemeinen herauszustellen. Diese sind isotherm, isoflux
(konstanter Wandwärmestrom) und eine Mischungstyp Randbedingung. Die
Simulationen umfassen einen Reynolds Zahl Bereich von '41 = 5300 zu
'41 = 37700 und zwei Prandtl Zahlen, %A = 0.71, korrespondierend zu Luft
und %A = 0.025, welche eine Klasse von Flüssigmetallen wie Blei-Bismuth
Eutektikum repräsentiert. Für Fluide kleiner Prandtl Zahlen ist die Nusselt
Zahl ≈ 20% kleiner falls isotherme Randbedingungen aufgeprägt werden ver-
glichen mit den anderen beiden. Das Aufspalten der Nusselt Zahl in laminare
und turbulente Anteile enthüllt die dominanten turbulenten Terme als den ra-
dialen turbulenten Wärmestrom für %A = 0.71 und den Beitrag aufgrund des
turbulenten Geschwindigkeitsfelds für %A = 0.025. Thermische Statistiken
erster und zweiter Ordnung zeigen Abhängigkeiten vom Typ der thermischen
Randbedingung, nicht nur begrenzt auf den Bereich nahe der Wand, sondern
sich erstreckend in Richtung der Mitte der Strömung. Als ein Ergebnis dieses
Vergleichs wird die isoflux Randbedingung ausgewählt zur Modellierung der
nicht-homogenen thermischen Randbedingungen auf dem Receiver, weil die
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Zusammenfassung

Sonneneinstrahlung eine Verteilung des Wandwärmestroms vorschreibt und
die isoflux Randbedingung Fluktuationen der Wandtemperatur abbilden kann.

Eine in Umfangsrichtung nicht-homogene Verteilung des Wandwärmestroms
wird vorgeschrieben um zu analysieren wie die Inhomogenität die thermischen
Statistiken beeinflusst. Eine Hälfte des Receivers ist adiabat und entweder
eine konstante oder eine sinusoidale Verteilung wird auf der anderen Hälfte
festgelegt. Während die in Umfangsrichtung gemittelten Nusselt Zahlen un-
beeinflusst sind und mit den Ergebnissen aus dem homogenen Aufbau übere-
instimmen, sind die lokalen Nusselt Zahlen signifikant verändert und müssen
aufgrund der inhomogenen Wandtemperatur für die Auslegung des Receivers
beachtet werden. Des Weiteren wird die Anisotropie der turbulenten thermis-
chen Diffusivität und der turbulenten Prandtl Zahl bewertet. Für Reynolds
Zahlen, welche groß genug sind, erreicht die turbulente Prandtl Zahl einen
Wert von ungefähr Eins und wird in der Mitte der Strömung isotrop, während
sie in der Nähe derWand anisotrop bleibt. Eine Singulärwertzerlegung enthüllt
höhere Anteile der Energie in den ersten Moden für %A = 0.025 verglichen mit
%A = 0.71 aufgrund der größeren thermischen Strukturen bei kleinen Prandtl
Zahlen, sodass sich die Energie in weniger Moden ansammelt.

Die komplexe nicht-homogene Verteilung in Umfangsrichtung und axialer
Richtung zeigt zusätzlich die Abhängigkeit der thermischen Statistiken in Strö-
mungsrichtung. Nusselt Zahlen, welche in Umfangsrichtung gemittelt werden,
und, welche an der Stelle des größten Wandwärmestroms ausgewertet werden,
zeigen ähnliche Ergebnisse für %A = 0.71, wohingegen die Nusselt Zahl aus-
gewertet an der Stelle des größtenWandwärmestroms für kleine Prandtl Zahlen
kleiner ist als die in Umfangsrichtung gemittelte Nusselt Zahl. Dies liegt an
dem weniger intensiven Maximum der Wandtemperatur aufgrund der hohen
thermischen Diffusivität von Fluiden mit kleinen Prandtl Zahlen. Statistiken
erster und zweiter Ordnung für ausgewählte Axial- und Umfangspositionen
zeigen ähnliche Eigenschaften wie in dem Aufbau der in Umfangsrichtung
nicht-homogenen thermischen Randbedingungen überlagert mit einer axialen
Entwicklung.

Alle generierten Ergebnisse formen eine Datenbank für das Testen und Ein-
stellen von weniger rechenintensiven Reynolds gemittelten Navier–Stokes
Modellen und sind verfügbar in dem frei zugänglichen Repositorium KITopen
[SSD1–SSD3].
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1 Introduction

Within this chapter the motivation behind this thesis is explained and an
overview of the previous works in the literature is given to put this project
into perspective. Derived from the motivation and the literature review, the
research questions are formulated and the procedure is outlined.

1.1 Motivation

Providing renewable and sustainable energy is one of the major challenges
of the current generation [29]. One promising technique for harvesting solar
power are concentrated solar power (CSP) plants, in particular central receiver
systems (CRS). Such a CRS consists of many heliostats, which track the sun
during the day and reflect the solar radiation onto a central receiver, potentially
a thermal energy storage system as well as a heat exchanger to couple the
CRS with a conventional or advanced power cycle. Fig. 1.1 on the left
shows the solar power tower of the Plataforma Solar de Almería in Spain.
The focus of this study is on the receiver, subject to a circumferentially and
axially non-homogeneous thermal boundary condition (TBC) resulting from
the reflected and focused solar radiation. A simple schematic depicting the
receiver geometry as a straight pipe and a non-homogeneous TBC is given in
Fig. 1.1 on the right.

In order to make the CRS economically more competitive, the heat transfer in
the receiver, which is an essential part of the power plant and its proper design
is crucial, is to be optimized. Therefore, liquid metals are proposed as an
advanced heat transfer fluid (HTF) due to their advantageous thermo-physical
properties to increase the efficiency of CRSs [58].

Liquid metals differ from conventional HTFs such as Nitrate salt, air, wa-
ter/steam [59] by their large thermal conductivity, resulting in a low molecular
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�

Figure 1.1: Solar power tower in Almería, Spain (left, source: DLR CC-BY 3.0) and a sketch of
a receiver under a circumferentially and axially non-homogeneous thermal boundary
condition (right).

Prandtl number. Thus, the heat transfer mechanism of liquid metals is sub-
stantially different from conventional HTFs [27]. As consistent and accurate
measurements in liquid metal experiments are challenging to perform, numer-
ical simulations can provide further insights into the underlying heat transfer
mechanism. Such numerical simulations provide accurate predictions of the
inner wall temperature, which are required for designing the receiver appro-
priately to withstand the thermal loading, e.g. by a structural simulation of the
solid.

1.2 Literature review

Early studies on the effect of non-homogeneous thermal boundary conditions
have been mostly analytical or experimental. In 1963 Reynolds [67] investi-
gated analytically the influence of a circumferentially varying heat flux on the
heat transfer in a pipe for fully developed laminar and turbulent flow. Diffusiv-
ities in radial and circumferential directions were modeled and assumed to be
identical in this approach. The wall temperature was shown to be considerably
different than by employing a Nusselt number for homogeneous wall heat flux.
In a similar analytical approach, Sparrow and Lin [74] also assumed the radial
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and tangential diffusivities for heat to be identical and additionally equal to the
momentum diffusivities.

Experiments on non-homogeneous thermal boundary conditions were per-
formed by Black and Sparrow [9] for air. A tube of variable thickness in
circumferential direction was heated electrically. They found that the variation
of the locally evaluated heat transfer coefficient was smaller than the variation
of the imposed heat flux and that the predictions of the aforementioned analyt-
ical approaches overestimated the variation of the heat transfer coefficient.

Rapier [65] proposed a simple model to predict the wall temperature for cir-
cumferentially varying heat flux based on separating the flow into two regions:
the boundary layer with the molecular conductivity and the turbulent core with
an effective mean conductivity. Results were found to be in good agreement
with Ref. [9, 67].

The era of studying wall-bounded turbulence and turbulent heat transfer by
means of direct numerical simulations (DNS) started in the 1980s with the
pioneering work of Kim, Moin, and Moser [40] as well as the study for passive
scalars by Kim and Moin [41]. In the early ’90s, Kasagi, Tomita, and Kuroda
[36] introduced a particularly simple numerical type of thermal boundary
condition where the wall temperature is assumed to be constant in time and it
increases linearly in streamwise direction, similar to a constant wall heat heat
flux boundary condition. This type of boundary condition will be denoted as
mixed-type boundary condition in the following chapters. Kawamura et al. [39]
performed direct numerical simulations on a range of Prandtl numbers from
%A = a/U = 0.025 to %A = 5 employing the mixed-type boundary condition.
They reported the near-wall behavior of turbulent quantities, thermal statistics
and budgets of the temperature variance and turbulent heat flux. In a following
paper [38], they extended their database from the previous friction Reynolds
number of '4g = 180 to '4g = 395 and showed near-wall values of turbulent
Prandtl numbers to be independent of Reynolds and molecular Prandtl number
for %A < 0.2. For low-Prandtl-number fluids the turbulent Prandtl number
is found to be higher than for %A ≈ 1 as the turbulent thermal diffusivity
is lower. However, the dependency on the Reynolds number indicates that
these high values are a result of the low Reynolds number as convection
becomes more dominant than conduction with increasing Reynolds number.
A further increase in Reynolds number up to '4g = 1020 in a turbulent
channel flow by Abe, Kawamura, and Matsuo [1] revealed a considerable
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Reynolds number dependency of the temperature fluctuations (scaled in inner
units), especially for the Prandtl number of %A = 0.025 due to the increase
of convective heat transfer with higher Reynolds number. For %A = 0.71 the
temperature fluctuations presented the same weak dependence on the Reynolds
number as the fluctuations of the streamwise velocity.

The effect of different types of thermal boundary conditions for a constant
wall temperature (isothermal: IT) and a constant wall heat flux (isoflux: IF)
in a thermal boundary layer were studied by Kong, Choi, and Lee [42]. The
effect of the type of thermal boundary condition on thermal statistics has been
further explored by Tiselj et al. [76]. They employed DNSs to compare isoflux
and mixed-type boundary conditions in a channel flow with a conjugate heat
transfer calculation, where also the heat transfer in the solid was considered.
In another paper of the same group [78], they referred to a non-fluctuating wall
temperature boundary condition, i.e. the mixed-type boundary condition, and
a fluctuating wall temperature boundary condition, i.e. the isoflux boundary
condition, highlighting their different behavior of the temperature fluctuations
at the wall. These two types are the limiting cases of the conjugate heat
transfer problem. They found only a weak influence of up to 1 % depending
on the type of thermal boundary condition on the Nusselt number. Piller [62]
compared three different types of thermal boundary conditions in a turbulent
pipe flow, namely the isoflux, isothermal and mixed-type boundary conditions.
He concluded that the thermal boundary condition can cause differences in the
thermal statistics not only in the near-wall region but also in the core region due
to a different axial heat flux of the isothermal boundary condition. However, his
comparison was limited to a low Reynolds number of '41 = *1�/a = 5300
and only one Prandtl number of %A = 0.71. Therefore, a wider range of
parameters, i.e. higher Reynolds numbers and different Prandtl numbers, needs
to be taken into account for a more general statement on the influences of
the type of thermal boundary condition. Another study by Flageul et al.
[19], comparing the mixed-type boundary condition with the isoflux and a
Robin boundary condition, i.e. a linear combination of isothermal and isoflux,
as well as conjugate heat transfer, highlighted the importance of accurate
predictions of the wall temperature, being dependent on the type of thermal
boundary condition. Higher Reynolds numbers have been considered only
more recently, due to the improving computational resources, for instance
by Pirozzoli, Bernardini, and Orlandi [63] at a friction Reynolds number of
'4g = 4088 and %A = {0.2, 0.71, 1.0} in a channel flow. Comparing a thermal
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1.2 Literature review

boundary condition imposed by different temperatures of the upper and the
lower wall with a boundary condition where a constant source term is added
in the temperature equation, they observed an influence of the type of the
thermal boundary condition mostly limited to the core region of the flow.
Even lower Prandtl numbers, corresponding to liquid metals, were studied by
Alcántara-Ávila, Hoyas, and Pérez-Quiles [2] of %A = 0.007 to %A = 0.71
for turbulent channel flow. They compared their results employing the mixed-
type boundary condition to the constant source term condition of Pirozzoli,
Bernardini, and Orlandi [63] and found only small deviations in the thermal
statistics. In another study on thermal boundary layers by Li et al. [45], they
compared isothermal and isoflux boundary conditions at Prandtl numbers of
%A = {0.2, 0.71, 2} and '4Θ = 830, based on the momentum thickness and
free-stream velocity. They found no effects on the mean temperature but on the
temperature variance and observed deviations between the thermal boundary
conditions in the one-dimensional premultiplied energy spectra.

Progress in the field of non-homogeneous thermal boundary conditions was not
only limited to numerical works. Barletta, Lazzari, and Zanchini [7] extended
earlier analytical works by considering laminar mixed convection under non-
homogeneous thermal boundary conditions in circumferential direction. They
showed that depending on the parameters, the localNusselt number can become
singular. In a following paper [6], they pointed out that the average Nusselt
number resulting from a non-homogeneous wall heat flux, i.e. one half of the
pipe is heated while the other one is adiabatic, is the same as the Nusselt
number under homogeneous wall heat flux for forced convection.

Recently, liquid metals, i.e. low-Prandtl-number fluids, have been proposed as
the heat transfer fluid in CRSs [58, 59]. For an efficient design of such power
plants employing liquid metals, accurate engineering correlations are required.
Pacio, Marocco, and Wetzel [57] reviewed existing data and correlations for
the heat transfer in liquid metals covering the isothermal and isoflux boundary
condition. Circumferentially and axially non-homogeneous thermal boundary
conditions, as occurring in the receiver of a central receiver system, were stud-
ied numerically by Marocco et al. [50]. They considered liquid metals as the
operating fluid and employed a four-equation turbulence model simulating the
conjugate heat transfer problem in the context of Reynolds-averaged Navier–
Stokes (RANS) equations. The averaged Nusselt number agreed with the one
evaluated for uniform thermal boundary conditions while correlations devel-
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oped for uniform thermal boundary conditions were not applicable for the local
Nusselt numbers and wall temperatures. Circumferentially non-homogeneous
thermal boundary conditions in a turbulent pipe flow were studied by means
of direct numerical simulations by Antoranz et al. [4] for friction Reynolds
numbers of '4g = 180, 360 and Prandtl numbers of %A = 0.7, 4. They
used a proper orthogonal decomposition on their dataset to study coherent
structures [5]. Further numerical studies employed RANS modeling to study
non-homogeneous thermal boundary conditions in the context of concentrated
solar power systems [22, 56]. Okafor, Dirker, andMeyer [56] took into account
heat conduction within the solid as well as convective and irradiative losses
and found that the average internal heat transfer coefficient remained largely
unaffected by the non-homogeneous heat flux distribution. Fritsch et al. [22]
additionally included transient effects due to a sudden change in the prescribed
wall heat flux and proposed a simplified model based on the finite element
method. The simplified model required the spatial distribution of the Nusselt
number to be known as significant discrepancies between the simplified model
and a more detailed RANS simulation where found, when assuming a constant
Nusselt number.

Even though there are analytical, experimental and numerical studies dealing
with non-homogeneous thermal boundary conditions, there is still a lack of
high-fidelity data, particularly when it comes to low-Prandtl-number fluids
such as liquid metals. Such data are essential for a deeper understanding of
the underlying physical mechanisms, governing such complex heat transfer
problems.

1.3 Objectives and procedure

The objective of the present thesis is to fill the aforementioned gap of high-
fidelity data by generating a database with numerical simulations on the heat
transfer of low-Prandtl-number fluids in turbulent pipe flow. Medium-Prandtl-
number fluids of %A = 0.71 are included additionally in this project to allow
for a direct comparison between the heat transfer of low- and medium-Prandtl-
number fluids. These data are used to answer the following research questions
of engineering as well as of fundamental nature.
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1. What is the appropriate type of thermal boundary condition for a central
receiver system with liquid metals as heat transfer fluid?
In a first step, homogeneous TBCs are studied in detail to asses their
influence on the heat transfer in general and in order to select the TBC
which is the most suited one to represent the actual boundary condition
of a CRS.

2. How does the non-homogeneity of the thermal boundary condition affect
the heat transfer?
High-fidelity databases of non-homogeneous TBCs are generated and
evaluated by comparing the data to the homogeneous TBC cases.

3. What are the physical mechanisms underlying the heat transfer of liquid
metals under non-homogeneous thermal boundary conditions?
A more thorough physical understanding is sought by scrutinizing the
high-fidelity databases and interpreting the results.

These questions will be tackled by numerically modeling the receiver of a CRS
as a straight pipe, which is irradiated non-homogeneously and depicted in Fig.
1.1 on the right. The convective heat transfer is mathematically represented
by a set of partial differential equations (PDEs), namely the Navier–Stokes
equation (NSE), the continuity equation and an advection-diffusion equation
for the temperature, together with appropriate boundary conditions. The flow
is considered to be incompressible and Newtonian, thermophysical properties
are considered to be constant and temperature is treated as a passive scalar
with negligible heating due to viscous dissipation. This set of PDEs is solved
numerically by means of direct numerical and large-eddy simulations of in-
creasing complexity, starting with the homogeneously distributed TBC over
the azimuthally non-homogeneous TBC to a locally concentrated TBC. The
spectral element method (SEM) implemented in the massively parallelized
high-order open source solver Nek5000 [54] is employed for solving the set
of PDEs. As a result of the numerical simulations global and local thermal
statistics are evaluated, i.e. the (local) Nusselt number, mean temperature, tem-
perature variance and turbulent heat fluxes aswell as budgets of the temperature
variance and turbulent heat fluxes. These results are collected in databases and
made publicly available in the open-access repository KITopen.
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1.4 Structure of the thesis

The necessary fundamentals for the numerical studies are given in Chapter 2,
containing a description of the mathematical model and a general overview of
the employed numerical methods together with a brief description of a certain
reduced order modeling technique, the proper orthogonal decomposition. For
answering the first research question regarding the appropriate type of thermal
boundary condition, a detailed investigation is presented in Chapter 3. Cir-
cumferentially non-homogeneous thermal boundary conditions are introduced
in Chapter 4 and their effects on thermal statistics is presented and discussed.
Chapter 5 deals with the influence of a complex distribution of axially and az-
imuthally non-homogeneous thermal boundary condition on thermal statistics.
The thesis closes with the gathered conclusions of Chapters 3 - 5 and a brief
outlook on what could be studied in the future.
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2 Fundamentals

The theoretical basis of the numerical simulations is explained in this chapter,
starting with the underlying mathematical model and its assumptions and
followed by a general description of its numerical treatment. The last section
gives a brief introduction to the proper orthogonal decomposition.

2.1 Mathematical model

The physical processes which are to be described by the mathematical model
are the fluid flow through the receiver and the heat transfer within the receiver.
In the field of continuum mechanics, these processes can be described by the
conservation of mass, momentum and energy. These conservation principles
form a particular set of partial differential equations, namely the continuity
equation, the Navier–Stokes equation and an advection-diffusion equation for
the temperature, where certain assumptions are introduced in the following
when needed. This brief derivation closely follows Kundu, Cohen, and Dowl-
ing [44].

A useful and purely kinematic relation is the Reynolds transport theorem [44]

d
dC

∫
+ ∗ (C)

Φd+ =
∫
+ ∗ (C)

mΦ
mC

d+ +
∫
�∗ (C)

Φb · nd� (2.1)

which relates the total time derivative of the volume integral of the quantity
of interest Φ over an arbitrarily moving time-dependent control volume +∗ (C)
to the local change in time of Φ and the flux through the arbitrarily moving
time-dependent control surface �∗ (C). The local velocity of the control surface
is denoted by b and n is the outward normal unit vector.
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The conservation of mass given in integral form for a time-dependent material
volume + (C) is [44]

d
dC

∫
+ (C)

dd+ =
∫
+ (C)

md

mC
d+ +

∫
�(C)

dU · nd� = 0 (2.2)

where the Reynolds transport theorem, Eq. (2.1), has been applied on the
density d for a material volume where the local velocity of the material surface
�(C) is identical with the local velocity U. Using Gauss’ divergence theorem
to recast the surface integral to a volume integral and requiring the equation to
hold for any choice of material volume yields the differential form of the mass
conservation equation [44] also known as the continuity equation:

md

mC
+ ∇ · (dU) = 0 (2.3)

In order to simplify the mass conservation equation, incompressibility is as-
sumed. A flow is considered to be incompressible if the material derivative of
the density vanishes [44], i.e.

Dd
DC
≡ md
mC
+ U · ∇d = 0 (2.4)

so that the continuity equation for incompressible flows reduces to [44]

∇ · U = 0 (2.5)

In other words, the velocity field needs to be solenoidal. According to the
detailed handbook by Fazio et al. [18], liquid metals are in good approximation
incompressible below their boiling point.

The conservation of momentum in integral form relates the change of momen-
tum in a control volume with surface forces, i.e. stresses, 3 and volume forces
5 acting on the control surface and volume, respectively [44]

d
dC

∫
+ (C)

dUd+ =
∫
�(C)

n · 3d� +
∫
+ (C)

d fd+ (2.6)

The differential form of the momentum conservation equation can be derived
from Eq. (2.6) by using the Reynolds transport theorem to rewrite the left-
hand side, Gauss’ divergence theorem to recast the surface integrals to volume
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2.1 Mathematical model

integrals, requiring the equation to hold for any choice of material volume and
recognizing the differential mass conservation equation, Eq. (2.3), to simplify
the left-hand side, resulting in Cauchy’s equation of motion [44]:

d
DU
DC

= d

(
mU
mC
+ (U · ∇) U

)
= ∇ · 3 + d f (2.7)

A constitutive equation for the Cauchy stress tensor 3, a symmetric second
order tensor, is necessary to form a closed set of equations. The stress tensor
can be decomposed into fluid-static ? and fluid-dynamic 2 contributions [44],
so that

3 = −?I + 2 = −?I + 2`
(
Y − 1

3
(∇ · U)I

)
+ `{ (∇ · U)I (2.8)

where the fluid-static contribution is identified as the (mean) pressure and a
linear relationship between the fluid-dynamic contribution 2, or deviatoric
stress tensor, and the strain rate tensor Y, the symmetric part of the velocity
gradient tensor, is assumed. The identity tensor is denoted by I, the dynamic
viscosity is ` and the coefficient of bulk velocity is `{ [44]. Fluids which
satisfy Eq. (2.8) are called Newtonian fluids [44] and liquid metals are in
good approximation Newtonian fluids [18]. Due to the solenoidality of the
velocity field for incompressible flows, Eq. (2.5), the constitutive equation for
Newtonian fluids reduces to [44]

3 = −?I + 2`Y (2.9)

Substituting the constitutive equation, Eq. (2.9), for the stress tensor in
Cauchy’s equation of motion, Eq. (2.7), and using the continuity equation
for incompressible flows, Eq. (2.5), results in the Navier–Stokes equation for
incompressible flows:

d
DU
DC

= d

(
mU
mC
+ (U · ∇) U

)
= −∇? + ∇ · (`∇U) + d f (2.10)
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The Navier–Stokes equation for incompressible flows and constant thermo-
physical properties is therefore given by [44]

mU
mC
+ (U · ∇) U = − 1

d
∇? + a∇2U + f (2.11)

where ∇2 denotes the Laplace operator and a = `/d is the kinematic viscosity.

The assumption of constant thermophysical properties is justified for small
enough temperature variations and it is a common assumption to study turbu-
lent convective heat transfer problems in basic research (e.g. [1, 4, 62, 66, 75]).
An estimation of the temperature variations in the present simulations is given
in App. A.1

The third conservation principle required to describe the convective heat trans-
fer process within the receiver is the conservation of energy. The change of the
total energy, as the sum of internal energy 4 and kinetic energy, of a material
volume is related to work performed on the fluid by body forces and surface
forces as well as due to heat transfer in/out of the control volume. In integral
form the conservation of total energy states [44]

d
dC

∫
+ (C)

d

(
4 + 1

2
U2

)
d+ =

∫
+ (C)

d f · Ud+ +
∫
�(C)
(3 · U − q) · nd� (2.12)

where q is the heat flux. The differential form of the total energy conservation
equation is derived by rewriting the left-hand side with the Reynolds transport
theorem, using Gauss’ divergence theorem to recast surface integrals to volume
integrals, requiring the equation to hold for any choice of material volume and
recognizing the differential mass conservation equation, Eq. (2.3), to simplify
the left-hand side:

d
D
DC

(
4 + 1

2
U2

)
= d f · U + ∇ · (3 · U) − ∇ · q (2.13)

A separate equation for the mechanical energy is deduced from Cauchy’s
equation of motion, Eq. (2.7), multiplied by U [44]:

d

2
DU2

DC
= (∇ · 3) · U + d f · U (2.14)
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2.1 Mathematical model

Subtracting the conservation equation for mechanical energy, Eq. (2.14),
from the conservation equation for the total energy, Eq. (2.13), gives the
conservation equation for internal energy

d
D4
DC

= −?∇ · U + 2 : Y − ∇ · q (2.15)

The heating due to viscous dissipation of energy 2 : Y = 2`Y : Y (for
incompressible flows) is typically much smaller than the convective terms in
the energy equation and therefore its contribution is negligible [8, 32, 44].
Evaluating the numerically determined dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy
a posteriori and comparing its influence to the advective heat flux, shown
in App. A.1, confirms that the heating due to viscous dissipation is indeed
negligible.

For incompressible flows, with d4 = 2{d) and 2{ = 2? [32], and ideal gases,
the conservation equation for internal energy, Eq. (2.15), can be simplified to
find the conservation equation for temperature such that [32, 44]

D)
DC

= U∇2) (2.16)

where U = _/(d2?) denotes the thermal diffusivity, viscous dissipation is
neglected, constant thermophysical properties are assumed and Fourier’s law
of heat conduction is introduced.

The set of partial differential equations (2.5), (2.11) and (2.16) constitute
the mathematical model to describe the convective heat transfer within the
receiver under the assumptions of an incompressible flow and Newtonian
fluid, constant thermophysical properties and negligible heating due to viscous
dissipation. Two additional assumptions aremade to simplify themathematical
model. First, the flow is assumed to be hydrodynamically and thermally fully
developed, except for axially non-homogeneous thermal boundary conditions.
The hydrodynamic entrance length for a turbulent pipe flow is estimated to
be !ℎ = 25� for '41 = 37700 [30]. A thermally fully developed flow
is reached, when the Nusselt number is independent of the axial location [8].
The thermal entrance length for the current setup is estimated to be !Cℎ = 16�
for '41 = 5300 and %A = 0.025 [T4] and up to !Cℎ = 35� [18] for higher
Reynolds numbers. Second, the temperature is treated as a passive scalar, i.e.
buoyancy forces are neglected and only forced convection is considered. For
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high enough Reynolds numbers this is a good approximation, as estimated for
'41 = 37700 in App. A.1.

This set of partial differential equations is accompanied by appropriate bound-
ary conditions and depending on the type of boundary condition and its treat-
ment, additional source terms are possibly introduced. This is explained in
the following chapters, when describing the setup of the homogeneous and
non-homogeneous thermal boundary conditions.

2.2 Numerical methods: the spectral element
method

The analytical partial differential equations governing the turbulent convective
heat transfer, and derived in the previous section, need to be solved numerically
as there are only few analytical solutions to the Navier–Stokes equation (2.11).
The numerical approach adopted in the present project to solve the system of
partial differential equations is the spectral element method. This method can
be seen as a particular extension of "classical" single-domain spectral methods
to multi-domain methods enabling the treatment of more complex geometries,
coordinate singularities, discontinuous coefficients or solutions, and taking into
account solution and efficiency considerations [43]. A detailed description of
this method is given in Deville, Fischer, and Mund [15] and more generally
on multi-domain methods in Canuto et al. [11]. A brief description, following
Deville, Fischer, and Mund [15] and Couzy [14], is given in this section.

The spectral element method was first introduced by Patera [61], combining
the flexibility of finite elements with the accuracy of spectral methods. The
spatial discretization is based on a weak (Galerkin) formulation of the problem,
whichwill be presented briefly in the following subsection on amodel problem.
Discretization in time is presented afterwards and some remarks on the scaling
and parallelization of the employed code conclude this section.
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2.2 Numerical methods: the spectral element method

2.2.1 Galerkin formulation

The model problem for the spatial discretization is the 1D Poisson equation

− d2D(G)
dG2 = 5 (G), (2.17)

with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions.

We use an approximate solution (trial solution) to the differential equation,
constructed as a linear combination of basis coefficients D̂ 9 and basis functions
q 9 (G)

D# (G) =
#∑
9=1
D̂ 9q 9 (G) (2.18)

where the basis functions span a finite-dimensional trial space -#0 , which
fulfills the homogeneous boundary conditions

-#0 = {q1 (G), q2 (G), ..., q# (G)}, q 9 (0) = q 9 (1) = 0 (2.19)

The trial solution does not, in general, fulfill the model problem, so that a
residual

A (G) = 5 (G) + d2D# (G)
dG2 (2.20)

remains. We do not require for the residual to vanish, but for it to be orthogonal
to a set of functions from a test space -#0 .∫ 1

0
{AdG = 0, ∀{ ∈ -#0 (2.21)

Note that in the Galerkin formulation test space and trial spaces are chosen to
be the same. As Eq. (2.21) needs to hold for every test function, this method
is also called weighted residual technique. We expand the residual and use
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integration by parts to reduce the second order derivative of the trial function
to a first order derivative

−
∫ 1

0
{

d2D#
dG2 dG =

∫ 1

0
{ 5 dG, ∀{ ∈ -#0 (2.22)

−
[
{

dD=
dG

]1

0
+

∫ 1

0

d{
dG

dD#
dG

dG =
∫ 1

0
{ 5 dG, ∀{ ∈ -#0 (2.23)

thereby reducing the continuity requirements on D# . Since the test functions
fulfill the homogeneous boundary conditions as well, the term evaluated on
the boundary vanishes and the weak formulation of the problem is obtained.∫ 1

0

d{
dG

dD#
dG

dG =
∫ 1

0
{ 5 dG, ∀{ ∈ -#0 (2.24)

The requirements on the trial space are that the functions as well as their first
derivatives are Lebesque-square integrable L2

L2 =

{
{ :

∫ 1

0
{2dG < ∞

}
(2.25)

and satisfy the homogeneous boundary conditions, i.e they are a subset of the
Sobolov space [15]: -#0 ∈ H1

0 , with

H1
0 =

{
{ : { ∈ L2,

d{
dG
∈ L2; {(0) = {(1) = 0

}
(2.26)
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2.2 Numerical methods: the spectral element method

We discretize the weak formulation (2.24) by expanding the trial and test
functions∫ 1

0

d
dG

(
#∑
8=1

{8q8

)
d
dG

©«
#∑
9=1
D 9q 9

ª®¬ dG =
∫ 1

0

#∑
8=1
({8q8)

#∑
9=1
( 5 9q 9 )dG (2.27)

#∑
8=1

#∑
9=1
{8

∫ 1

0

dq8
dG

dq 9
dG

dG D 9 =
#∑
8=1

#∑
9=1
{8

∫ 1

0
q8q 9dG 5 9 (2.28)

#∑
8=1

#∑
9=1
{8�8 9D 9 =

#∑
8=1

#∑
9=1
{8�8 9 58 (2.29)

and identify the stiffness matrix �8 9 =
∫ 1

0 q′8q
′
9dG and the mass matrix �8 9 =∫ 1

0 q8q 9dG. Using matrix vector notation with the vector of unknown basis
coefficients D = (D1, D2, ...D# )) to condense the expression, a linear system of
equations remains:

{) �D = {) � 5 , ∀{ ∈ R# (2.30)

�D = � 5 (2.31)

The spectral element method differs from finite element methods (FEM) in
the choice of the trial space, i.e. the basis functions. For spectral element
methods, orthogonality is related to non-overlapping local functions, as for
FEM, and additionally due to the analytical nature of their basis functions
[15]. Spectral accuracy can be attained for the approximation of smooth func-
tions by selecting eigensolutions to the singular Sturm–Liouville problem [15].
Jacobi polynomials, and in particular Legendre polynomials, are polynomial
eigensolutions to the singular Sturm–Liouville problem [15]. The nodal bases
for the spectral element method are Lagrange interpolation polynomials on
Gauss–Lobatto–Legendre (GLL) quadrature nodes.

On a reference element in the domain Ω̂ = [−1, 1], the GLL nodes are defined
as the roots of (

1 − b2
)
! ′# (b) = 0, b ∈ Ω̂ (2.32)
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where ! ′# is the derivative of the Legendre polynomial of degree N. We con-
struct theLagrange interpolation polynomials by satisfying the bi-orthonormality
relation [15]

c8 (b 9 ) = X8 9 =
{

1, 8 = 9

0, 8 ≠ 9
, 0 ≤ 8, 9 ≤ # (2.33)

with the Kronecker delta X8 9 , so that the individual basis functions, based on
the GLL nodes, can be written as

c 9 (b) = −1
# (# + 1)

(
1 − b2) ! ′# (b)
(b − b 9 )!# (b) , 0 ≤ 9 ≤ #, b ∈ Ω̂ (2.34)

They are shown in Fig. 2.1 for a polynomial of degree # = 7, portraying the

−1 −0.5 0 0.5 1

0

0.5

1

b

c
9
(b
)

Figure 2.1: Lagrangian interpolation polynomials of degree # = 7 based on GLL nodes on the
reference element.

bi-orthonormality relation of the basis functions and the location of the GLL
nodes for the reference element.

2.2.2 Spatial discretization

An important advantage of multi-domain methods, such as the SEM, is a more
flexible domain decomposition compared to single-domain methods. The
spatial discretization of a straight pipe section is shown in Fig. 2.2. The
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2.2 Numerical methods: the spectral element method

Figure 2.2: Spectral elementmesh of a straight pipe section: 3 dimensional view (left) and a quarter
of the cross-sectional view (right). The red square marks an individual element.

domain is decomposed into a number of hexahedral elements, as marked by
the red square in Fig. 2.2. Within each element, the Lagrange interpolation
polynomial uses the GLL nodes to represent the unknowns. The distribution
of the GLL nodes is shown by the grid inside each element.

We consider the complete domain by summing over all individual elements
where

D4 |Ω̂ = D(b) =
#∑
9=0
c 9 (b)D49 (2.35)

with D49 = D(b 9 ) being the nodal values at the GLL nodes. Therefore, the weak
formulation of the model problem, Eq. (2.24), becomes

�∑
4=1

#∑
8=1

#∑
9=1
{48

∫
Ω4

dc8
dG

dc 9
dG

dG D49 =
�∑
4=1

#∑
8=1

#∑
9=1
{48

∫
Ω4
c8c 9dG 5 49 (2.36)

�∑
4=1

#∑
8=1

#∑
9=1
{48

2
!4

∫
Ω̂

dc8
db

dc 9
db

db D49 =
�∑
4=1

#∑
8=1

#∑
9=1
{48
!4

2

∫
Ω̂
c8c 9db 5 49 (2.37)

�∑
4=1

#∑
8=1

#∑
9=1
{48 �

4
8 9 D

4
9 =

�∑
4=1

#∑
8=1

#∑
9=1
{48 �

4
8 9 5

4
9 (2.38)

{)! �!D! = {
)
!�! 5 !

(2.39)
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where !4 denotes the length of the element and stems from the transformation
between the reference domain b ∈ Ω̂ and the actual element G ∈ Ω4, and �48 9
and �48 9 are the element stiffness and mass matrices, respectively. The vector
D! = (D1, D2, ..., D� )) contains the unknowns of all elements ({! similarly).
We use Gaussian quadrature on the GLL nodes to evaluate the element mass
and stiffness matrices to be

�48 9 =
!4

2

∫
Ω̂
c8c 9db ≈ !

4

2

#∑
:=0

|:c8 (b: )c 9 (b: ) = !4

2
|8X8 (2.40)

�48 9 =
2
!4

∫
Ω̂

dc8
db

dc 9
db

db =
2
!4

#∑
:=0

|:
dc8
db

����
b:

dc 9
db

����
b:

=
2
!4
�̂) �̂�̂ (2.41)

with the quadratureweights|: and the differentiationmatrix �̂ on the reference
domain [15]

�̂8 9 =
dc 9
db

����
b=b8

=



!# (b8)
!# (b 9 )

1
b8 − b 9 , 8 ≠ 9

− (# + 1)#
4

, 8 = 9 = 0

(# + 1)#
4

, 8 = 9 = #

0, otherwise

(2.42)

Note that the element mass matrix is diagonal and the numerical quadrature for
the element stiffness matrix is exact as the polynomial order of the integrand
is 2# − 2 < 2# − 1.

Continuity requirements, i.e.�0 continuity at the element interfaces, as well as
theDirichlet boundary conditions are incorporated into the discrete formulation
by the Boolean matrices& and ', respectively, so that the final (global) system
of equations can be reformulated with D! = &'

) D as

'&) �!&'
) D = '&) �! 5

!
(2.43)

�D = � 5
!

(2.44)
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where it is sufficient to require that 5 ∈ L2 as it does not need to fulfill neither
�0 continuity (&) nor the boundary conditions (').

2.2.3 Temporal discretization

The model problem for the temporal discretization is the 1D unsteady Burgers
equation

mD

mC
+ D mD

mG
= a

m2D

mGmG
(2.45)

with initial condition D(G, 0) = D0 (G) and homogeneous Dirichlet boundary
conditions. We approximate the solution by

D# (G, C) =
#∑
9=1
D̂ 9 (C)c 9 (G) (2.46)

Note that we use the Lagrangian interpolation polynomials as basis functions
c 9 (G) and that we consider only a single element. By multiplying the model
problem with the test function, integrating over the domain and approximating
the solution by D# (G, C), the weak formulation is recovered∫

Ω

mD#
mC

{dG +
∫
Ω
D#

mD#
mG

{dG = −
∫
Ω
a

d{
dG

dD#
dG

dG, ∀{(G) ∈ -#0 (2.47)

With the mass matrix � and stiffness matrix �, introduced in the previous
section, and the convective term (for a single element in the reference domain)
written as

#∑
:=0

|:

(
#∑
;=0

#∑
<=0

D;c; (b: )D< dc<
dG

����
b:

)
c8 (b: ) =

#∑
<=0

|8D8 �̂8<︸    ︷︷    ︸
�̂8<

D< (2.48)

the semi-discrete formulation of the model problem becomes

�
dD
dC
+ �D = −a�D (2.49)
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An explicit scheme is used for the nonlinear term, avoiding Newton lineariza-
tion, and an implicit scheme for the viscous term, to avoid its severe stability
criterion [15]. A combination of backward difference formula (BDFk) for the
implicit treatment of the viscous term and extrapolation (EXTk) for the explicit
treatment of the convective term is implemented in Nek5000, where k denotes
the order of the scheme. BDF3 and EXT3 are given e.g. by Couzy [14]

�
dD
dC

����
=+1

= �

[
11D=+1 − 18D= + 9D=−1 − 2D=−2

6ΔC

]
(2.50)

�D
��
=+1 = −�

[
3D= − 3D=−1 + D=−2] (2.51)

so that the spatially and temporally discretized model problem becomes(
11
6
� + aΔC�

)
D=+1 = �

(
3D= − 3

2
�D=−1 + 1

3
D=−2

)
− �

(
3D= − 3D=−1 + D=−2

) (2.52)

2.2.4 Modeling approach for low-Prandtl-number fluids

The governing partial differential equations, i.e. continuity equation, Navier–
Stokes equation and an advection-diffusion equation for the temperature are
numerically solved as described in the previous chapter. In order to do so, a
certain degree of modeling needs to be introduced, which will be discussed in
a general way in this subsection and more specific for the particular case of
homogeneous thermal boundary conditions in Sec. 3.1.

Conceptually, the simplest way of solving the aforementioned set of partial
differential equations is the so-called direct numerical simulation (DNS),where
all the relevant scales are resolved spatially and temporally [64]. This approach
yields very high accuracy as no auxiliary modeling is required. However, it
comes at the cost of necessitating very powerful computational resources due
to the imposed resolution requirements. Therefore, it is not applicable to high
Reynolds numbers because of the existence of very small scales.

A second approach that is able to overcome this obstacle to a certain degree
is the so-called large-eddy simulation (LES), where the energy containing
scales are resolved and the dissipative scaled are modeled [64]. A simple,
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2.2 Numerical methods: the spectral element method

yet effective, way of providing the missing dissipation due to the coarser
resolution compared to the DNS employed in this study can be understood
as a special form of an approximate deconvolution model (ADM)[68]. The
relaxation term filtering (ADM-RT) works with non-deconvolved quantities
in the non-linear terms but provides additional dissipative terms involving the
approximate deconvolution operator [71].

The particularity of low-Prandlt-number fluids featuring larger scales in the
thermal field than in the velocity field, due to the high thermal diffusivity,
facilitates a so-called "hybrid LES/DNS"[49] or "thermal DNS"[27, 28]. In
this approach an LES model is used for the velocity field while the thermal
scales are fully resolved. Nevertheless, this approach will be denoted (well-
resolved) LES in the following chapters instead of "hybrid LES/DNS" as the
velocity field, and thus implicitly its resolution, directly influences the thermal
field. It is noteworthy though that the thermal scales are resolved in this type
of LES. Furthermore, for low Reynolds numbers a DNS is performed as a
reference case as discussed in Sec. 3.2.

2.2.5 Scaling and parallelization

Good parallel scaling of Nek5000 has been shown in the literature, for instance
by Offermans et al. [55] for a turbulent pipe flow. Additionally, strong scaling
tests have been performed on the supercomputer CRAY XC40 (Hazel Hen) at
the High-Performance Computing Center in Stuttgart (HLRS) for twoDNS test
cases: turbulent pipe flow at '4g = 180 and streamwise extent of !I = 12.5�,
and at '4g = 1000with !I = 5�. No advection-diffusion equations are solved
for temperature fields but only the Navier–Stokes equation, Eq. (2.11), together
with the continuity equation, Eq. (2.5). All 24 cores per node have been used
with hyperthreading turned off. The averaged time per timestep for each test
run together with the number of gridpoints per core is given in Table 2.1. Only
data between steps 30 and 95 have been considered for the averaging to exclude
effects of restarting and writing out files. The numerical data is visualized in
two log-log plots in Figure 2.3. For the smaller test case at '4g = 180
linear scaling is observed until 16 nodes with only a slight deviation until 128
nodes similar to what is shown by Offermans et al. [55]. The second test
case at '4g = 1000 requires a higher resolution of approximately 840 × 106

gridpoints compared to 20× 106 for the test case at '4g = 180. Consequently,
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Table 2.1: Time per timestep in seconds and the number of gridpoints per core.

'4g = 180
# nodes time /

timestep [s]
# gridpoints /

core

2 3.56556 406,000
4 1.66375 203,000
8 0.74267 102,000

16 0.31611 51,000
32 0.16672 25,000
64 0.09600 13,000
128 0.05967 6,000
256 0.09820 3,000
512 0.14786 1,500
1024 - -

'4g = 1000
time /

timestep [s]
gpts/core

- -
- -
- -
- -
- -

5.49480 547,000
2.72804 273,000
1.35472 137,000
0.68786 68,000
0.45534 34,000

because of higher memory requirements the lowest number of nodes possible
is 64. Linear scaling is observed until 256 nodes before deviation from the
ideal scaling starts. Note that XXT [80] has been selected as the coarse grid
solver for both test cases. Additional improvements in performance, especially
for the second test case, could be observed when using an algebraic multigrid
(AMG) method instead.

2.3 Proper orthogonal decomposition

The proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) is a technique of reduced-order
modeling [12]. By employing the POD in analyzing numerical or experimental
data, dominant features of the flow can be extracted [31]. A brief introduction,
following Holmes et al. [31], is given in this section to understand the main
concepts and how to interpret the obtained results.
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Figure 2.3: Measured time per timestep during scaling tests on Hazel Hen compared to ideal
scaling for test cases at '4g = 180 and '4g = 1000.

Starting point is the idea to represent a dataset, in our case a finite number of
instantaneous snapshots of the thermal field, by an optimal basis so that each
individual snapshot can be reconstructed as

o" (G, C) =
"∑
9=1
0 9 (C)q 9 (G) (2.53)

Such a representation of the data by an optimal and orthonormal basis q 9 (G) is
not to be confused with the definition of the trial solution in the context of the
Galerkin formulation in Eq. (2.18). The task here is to find the optimal basis
functions whereas they are given as Lagrange interpolation polynomials based
on the GLL nodes in the derivation of the spectral element method (Sec. 2.2).
One important feature of the POD is the notion of optimality, meaning that the
optimal basis is the one that minimizes the (ensemble) averaged error between
the dataset and its projection onto q, resulting in an eigenvalue problem to
solve for the basis functions q 9 [31]. In the finite-dimensional case with N
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grid-points per snapshot and M snapshots, each snapshot is grouped into a
vector

:: =


o:1
o:2
...

o:#


∈ R# , : = 1, ..., " (2.54)

and all snapshots are concatenated in the data matrix - , so that

^ = [:1 :2 · · · :" ] ∈ R# G" (2.55)

The data matrix applied on its transpose ^^) forms the linear operator of the
eigenvalue problem

1
"

^^) 5 = _5 (2.56)

with eigenvalues _ and eigenfunctions q 9 , also known as empirical eigenfunc-
tions or POD modes. This approach is also known as the direct POD.

Depending on the size of the data matrix, alternative ways of determining the
POD modes might be computationally favorable. The so-called method of
snapshots, introduced by Sirovich [72], solves the eigenvalue problem of the
linear operator ^) ^ ∈ R"G" instead:

1
"

^) ^a = _a (2.57)

It is therefore advantageous compared to the direct method when the number
of snapshots M is less than the number of grid-points N. The direct method and
the method of snapshots are both related to the singular value decomposition
of the data matrix

^ = [�\) (2.58)

which is the discrete matrix form of Eq. (2.53). The columns of the unitary
matrices[ and\ contain the left- singular vectors 5 and right-singular vectors
a, respectively, while the diagonal matrix � consists of the non-negative sin-
gular values f8 . The left-singular vectors of ^ correspond to the POD modes
with eigenvalues of _8 = f2

8 /" and �\) contains the temporal coefficients.
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2.3 Proper orthogonal decomposition

Another aspect of the optimality of the POD reveals itself in terms of energy
contained in the individual modes. When applying the POD on a velocity field,
the average kinetic energy (per unit mass) is half of the inner product of the
velocity, i.e.

1
2

〈∫
Ω
DD∗dG

〉
=

1
2

〈∑
8 9

080
∗
9

∫
Ω
q8q 9dG

〉
=

1
2

∑
8

〈080∗8 〉 =
1
2

∑
8

_8 (2.59)

where the orthonormality of the basis functions is used and the fact that the
temporal coefficients are uncorrelated 〈080∗9〉 = X8 9_8 . It can be shown that
the average kinetic energy contained within any number of modes " is larger
or equal to the average kinetic energy contained within the same number of
modes of another representation of the velocity in any other orthonormal basis
[31].

Note that the coherent structures identified by the POD and presented in Section
4.2.5 originate from the temperature fluctuations, i.e the mean temperature
(average over all snapshots) is subtracted from the thermal field, so that only
the temperature fluctuations are decomposed according to Eq. (2.53).
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3 The effect of thermal boundary
condition types

The first objective, as given in Section 1.3, is to find the appropriate type of
thermal boundary condition for a central receiver system operating with liquid
metals as a heat transfer fluid. For that reason, three different types of ther-
mal boundary conditions are compared and assessed in detail regarding their
influence on the heat transfer in the receiver. The results of this comparison
are published by the present author and colleagues in Straub et al. [SSA2] and
restated in this chapter. Note that all conclusions drawn from the results in this
chapter are merged with the results in the next chapters and collectively given
in Chapter 6.

The three types of TBC are the isothermal boundary condition, the mixed-type
boundary condition and the isoflux boundary condition. The first to propose
and study themixed-type boundary conditionwereKasagi, Tomita, andKuroda
[36], who "performed simulations with a prescribed time-averaged wall heat
flux boundary condition in order to mimic the realistic thermal boundary con-
dition (TBC) governed by a conjugate heat transfer problem. This type of
boundary condition is sometimes referred to as mixed or mixed-type boundary
condition (MBC) because the wall is assumed to be locally isothermal, i.e.
temperature fluctuations vanish at the wall, whereas the averaged tempera-
ture increases linearly in the streamwise direction similar to isoflux boundary
conditions. [...]

The first study comparing the three types of TBCs in a pipe geometry discussed
in the following sections, namely MBC, isoflux (IF, where the wall heat flux
is constant in time and space) and isothermal (IT, where the wall temperature
is constant in time and space) was carried out by Piller [62]. He considered a
turbulent pipe flow at a friction Reynolds number of '4g = Dg'/a = 180 and
a Prandtl number of %A = a/U = 0.71 and concluded that MBC differs from IF
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3 The effect of thermal boundary condition types

only within the conduction sublayer. It is not known whether this conclusion
also holds for low-Prandtl-number fluids or higher Reynolds numbers. [...]

The purpose of the present study is to expand the findings by Piller [62] to
higher Reynolds numbers and to lower Prandtl numbers. Low Prandtl numbers
are characteristic for liquid metals, which have been proposed as heat transfer
fluids in concentrated solar power (CSP) plants by Pacio et al. [58], where
accurate predictions of the local wall temperature in the receiver are essential
for an efficient design. Therefore, a profound knowledge about the influence
of the type of TBC is required in order to select the most appropriate one,
depending on the problem to solve. Furthermore, the present database can be
useful to develop improved computational models for CSP plants, as in the
work by Vinuesa et al. [82]."[SSA2]

3.1 Setup of the homogeneous thermal
boundary conditions

The setup is based on the governing equations derived in Sec. 2.1 and solved
by the spectral element method described in Sec. 2.2. The particularities for
the comparison of different types of homogeneous thermal boundary condition
types are described in the following paragraphs.

"The numerical domain is a straight pipe of length 12.5� with periodic bound-
ary conditions. The set of partial differential equations to be solved are the
Navier–Stokes equations for an incompressible Newtonian fluid with constant
thermophysical properties together with an advection-diffusion equation for
temperature:

DŨ
DC̃

= −∇̃ ?̃ + 1
'41
∇̃2Ũ + F̃, ∇̃ · Ũ = 0 (3.1)

DΘ
DC̃

=
1
%4
∇̃2Θ + (Θ (3.2)

The non-dimensional temperature Θ is treated as a passive scalar and viscous
dissipation is neglected in the energy equation [44]. Instantaneous velocity
U, time C, spatial coordinates x, pressure ? and the forcing term F, which
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3.1 Setup of the homogeneous thermal boundary conditions

drives the flow at constant bulk velocity, are non-dimensionalized with the
bulk velocity*1 and the pipe diameter � as follows:

*1 =
1
�

∫
�
*IdA, Ũ =

U
*1

, C̃ =
C*1
�
, x̃ =

x
�
, ?̃ =

?

d*2
1

, F̃ =
F�
*2
1

(3.3)

The cross section of the pipe is given by � and *I is the velocity com-
ponent in streamwise direction. The bulk Reynolds number and the Péclet
number are defined as '41 = *1�/a and %4 = *1�/U, respectively. The
non-dimensional temperature is defined as a scaled temperature difference,
employing time-averaged quantities denoted by 〈·〉C ,

Θ =
〈)|〉C − )
〈@|〉C d2?*1 =

〈)|〉C − )
〈)|〉C − )1

%4

#D
, )1 =

∫
�
〈*I)〉CdA∫
�
〈*I〉CdA

(3.4)

because in the thermally fully developed region the condition of m〈Θ〉C/mI = 0
(as well as #D = 2>=BC.) is satisfied [8, 62]. Therefore, periodic boundary
conditions are also admissible for the thermal field. Wall temperature, wall
heat flux and bulk temperature [32] are denoted by)| , @| and)1 , respectively.
The Nusselt number is defined in the usual way as

#D =
@|�

(〈)|〉C − )1)_ (3.5)

The three types of thermal boundary conditions (MBC, IF, IT) differ both in
the quantity being imposed at the wall

)| = 2>=BC. Θ = 0 MBC, IT (3.6)

@| = _
m)

mA
= 2>=BC.

mΘ
mÃ

= −%4 IF (3.7)

as well as in the source term (Θ

(Θ =

{
4*̃I MBC, IF
0̃Θ*̃I − 1

%4

(
20̃ mΘmĨ − 0̃2Θ

)
IT

(3.8)
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3 The effect of thermal boundary condition types

stemming from the non-dimensionalization [62]. For MBC and IF, the tem-
perature varies linearly in streamwise direction [32]. The implementation of
the IT boundary condition follows Piller [62]. For IT, an exponential decay
in streamwise direction of the time-averaged difference between bulk and wall
temperature is found for negligible net axial conduction [32, 62].

〈)|〉C − )1
(〈)|〉C − )1) Ĩ=0

= exp(−0̃Ĩ) (3.9)

According toWeigand [85], the effect of axial heat conduction can be neglected
for %4 > 100. For the present simulation of %A = 0.025 the Péclet numbers
range from %4 = 132.5 to %4 = 942.5. The exponential decay rate is given by
0̃. A priori, this term is unknown. Therefore, it is evaluated at runtime such that
the integral energy balance is satisfied, as proposed by Piller [62]. For the LES
of '41 = 5300 the mean and standard deviation for the exponential decay rate
are (0.018732, 8.6822194−05) for %A = 0.71 and (0.156291, 8.1034444−04)
for %A = 0.025. For '41 = 37700 the mean and standard deviation are
(0.012472, 6.4405404 − 05) for %A = 0.71 and (0.039238, 1.9094944 − 04)
for %A = 0.025. Therefore, due to the averaging in time, necessary anyway for
converged statistics, the uncertainty in the exponential decay rate is sufficiently
small.

Instantaneous values of velocity and temperature are decomposed into mean
and fluctuating parts according to

* = 〈*〉 + D, Θ = 〈Θ〉 + o (3.10)

If no explicit superscript is given for the averaging, it is performed in time and
over the homogeneous directions I and i. Note that the turbulence statistics
in this work were computed using the Nek5000 toolbox developed by Vinuesa
et al. [83]. As discussed in Ref. [83], the statistics are collected at runtime, and
they are averaged over time and streamwise direction. In a postprocessing step,
the averaging in azimuthal direction is performed. Turbulent velocity fields are
generated based on a laminar solution with superimposed perturbations [70]
using a polynomial order of # = 5. The generated field is fed into a simulation
with # = 7 as initial condition. After a fully-developed state is reached, we
begin collecting statistics. The required averaging periods are found in a pre-
study where convergence indicators like the deviation of the total shear stress
from the analytical one [84] and the residual of the total heat flux balance
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3.1 Setup of the homogeneous thermal boundary conditions

[46] are evaluated together with visual inspection of the convergence of the
statistics.

The bulk Reynolds number is varied within the range '41 = {5300, 11700,
19000, 37700}, corresponding to friction Reynolds numbers of '4g ≈ {180,
360, 550, 1000}. Prandtl number values of %A = 0.71, representing air, and
%A = 0.025, representing a class of liquid metals such as lead-bismuth eutectic,
mercury or gallium-indium-tin [50], are selected. In case of '41 = 5300, a
DNS has been conducted with a resolution in streamwise, azimuthal and wall-
normal direction of ΔI+ < 9.4, Δ ('i)+ < 4.9 and Δ~+ < 4.5, respectively,
similar to the one employed by El Khoury et al. [17] to setup a reference
case. The superscript + denotes scaling in viscous units, i.e. with the friction
velocity Dg and kinematic viscosity a. The first point away from the wall is
at Δ~+1 < 0.37. Well-resolved large-eddy simulations (LESs) are performed
for the bulk Reynolds numbers of '41 = {5300, 11700, 19000, 37700}. Due
to the larger thermal scales for %A = 0.025, the thermal field is still properly
resolved for such low Prandtl numbers [28, 49]. The additional dissipation,
which needs to be added to the governing equations, is based on a variant of the
approximate deconvolution model presented by Schlatter, Stolz, and Kleiser
[71] and recently tested and applied in an LES of an airfoil by Negi et al. [53].
An additional relaxation term, responsible for the required dissipation, given
by −jH(D) and −jH(Θ) is added to the right hand side of the momentum
and temperature Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2), respectively. Here, H denotes a high-
pass spectral filter (applied to the respective field) and j is a model parameter,
adjusted for each Reynolds number according to previous studies [53]. The
resolution criteria proposed by Negi et al. [53] are adopted (with a slightly
coarser resolution in azimuthal direction) so that ΔI+ < 18, Δ ('i)+ < 10,
Δ~+ < 11, and Δ~+1 < 0.64 and validated by comparing velocity and thermal
statistics at '41 = 5300 with the results of the present DNS as well as a
comparison with literature data at '41 = 5300 and '41 = 37700 presented in
the following subsection.

Fig. 3.1 shows the distribution of the elements within a quarter of the cross
section for the LES at '41 = 37700. Note that the full cross section is
used for the simulations. The total number of elements and grid-points for
each simulation is summarized in Table 3.1 together with the time-step size
ΔC. The time-step is kept constant in each simulation at a value so that
��! . 0.5."[SSA2]
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3 The effect of thermal boundary condition types

Figure 3.1: Quarter of the cross section of the employed spectral element mesh for the LES at
'41 = 37700. Figure taken from Ref. [SSA2].

Table 3.1: Number of elements per cross section =4;�( , streamwise direction =4;I and total
number of grid points together with the time-step size ΔC and the averaging time C0
(taken from Ref. [SSA2]).

'41 =4;�( =4;I grid-points ΔC *1/� C0*1/�
5300 (LES) 132 54 3 649 536 2 × 10−3 8000
5300 (DNS) 384 100 19 660 800 1 × 10−3 3600
11 700 (LES) 432 105 23 224 320 1 × 10−3 1600
19 000 (LES) 828 160 67 829 760 5 × 10−4 1675
37 700 (LES) 2176 290 323 092 480 4 × 10−4 212

3.2 Validation & Domain Size

"The agreement between statistics of the reference DNS and the well-resolved
LES at '41 = 5300 is exemplified in Fig. 3.2. The individual contributions
to the budget of the streamwise turbulent heat flux between reference DNS
and LES are indistinguishable. Similarly good agreement is found for other
statistics (not shown). Therefore, for '41 > 5300 only LESs are performed.
It is interesting to note the different behavior of dissipation n and molecular
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Figure 3.2: Budget of the turbulent heat flux 〈DIo〉 at '41 = 5300 for reference DNS: and
LES: at %A = 0.025 of (left) MBC and (right) IF. Individual contributions are %+:

, n +: , "�+: , ) �+: , ) %�+: , (+: as defined
in Appendix A.2 Figures taken from Ref. [SSA2]..

diffusion MD contributions close to the wall due to the imposition of a non-
fluctuating temperature boundary condition in MBC, as is found by Flageul
et al. [19] in channel flow.

For higher Reynolds numbers, velocity statistics of the present LES are com-
pared to literature data from El Khoury et al. [17]. The friction Reynolds
number of the present LES, i.e. '4g = 998.9, agrees well with that of the DNS
[17], which is '4g = 999.0. The budget of the turbulent kinetic energy for the
case at the highest considered Reynolds number of '41 = 37700 is shown in
Fig. 3.3. The individual contributions are defined as in El Khoury et al. [17]
and restated for completeness in Appendix A.2. Note that the wall-normal
location is limited to 0 < ~+ < 180, since for ~+ > 180 mainly production
and dissipation balance [17]. Except for a slightly too low dissipation of the
present LES (maximum 7% lower in magnitude), the agreement is excellent.
Based on this agreement we term the present LES well-resolved.

In order to validate the implementation of the thermal boundary conditions,
the present results are compared to literature data. Fig. 3.4 shows the mean
temperature 〈Θ〉+, the temperature variance 〈oo〉+ and the turbulent heat fluxes
in radial and streamwise direction 〈DAo〉+, 〈DIo〉+, respectively. The mean
temperature and radial turbulent heat flux show good agreement with data
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Figure 3.3: Budget of turbulent kinetic energy at '41 = 37700 compared to reference DNS data
by El Khoury et al. [17]: scaled in viscous units. Individual contributions are
defined in Appendix A.2. Figure taken from Ref. [SSA2].

from Piller [62] for all TBCs considered. Peak values of temperature variance
and streamwise turbulent heat flux appear to be underpredicted by Piller [62]
who applied a second order finite volume method in a rather short pipe of
6.328�. A more recent simulation for IF by Antoranz et al. [4], who applied
the same high-order method as the one considered in this work for the same
domain size, shows good agreement with the present results also for the peak
values of temperature variance and streamwise turbulent heat flux.

Another issue is to select the domain size appropriately such that the periodic
boundary conditions do not affect the thermal and velocity statistics artificially.
In general, the domain size should be large enough to accommodate the largest
thermal and flow structures. Two studies dedicated to pipe length requirements
are by Chin et al. [13] and Saha et al. [69]. The second study concluded that for
thermal statistics, using MBC at a friction Reynolds number of '4g ≈ 170 and
Prandtl numbers of %A = 0.025, 0.71, 2.0, a pipe length of !I = 8c' ≈ 12.5�
is sufficient to accurately capture up to fourth-order statistics as well as two-
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Figure 3.4: Mean temperature, radial turbulent heat flux, temperature variance and streamwise
turbulent heat flux scaled in viscous units at '41 = 5300 and %A = 0.71 compared to
Piller [62] (IT: , MBC: , IF: ) and Antoranz et al. [4] (IF: ) . Figures taken from
Ref. [SSA2].

point correlations. In a recent study considering the computational domain
for MBC in a channel flow for '4g = 500, 1000 and %A = 0.71, Lluesma-
Rodríguez, Hoyas, and Perez-Quiles [46] concluded that even a smaller domain
of 2cℎ, 2ℎ, 2cℎ in streamwise, wall-normal and spanwise direction may be
enough to obtain accurate one-point statistics and turbulent budgets, even
though the domain is too small for the largest thermal structures. As the
previously mentioned studies do not consider IT and IF types of TBC, the
streamwise two-point correlations for the thermal fields are assessed in the
present work to check for an appropriate domain length. They are shown
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Figure 3.5: Streamwise two-point correlations of thermal fields at wall-normal location of maxi-
mum temperature variance for (left) '41 = 5300 and (right) '41 = 11700. Figures
taken from Ref. [SSA2].

for '41 = 5300 and '41 = 11700 in Fig. 3.5. Evidently, the two-point
correlations for all cases, except for the case of IT at '41 = 5300 and %A =
0.025, vanish at a separation of half the pipe length ΔI = 6.25�, indicating
a sufficiently long domain length of !I = 12.5�. Additionally, an LES
of a four times longer domain of !I = 50� shows that even though the
streamwise two-point correlations for IT at %A = 0.025 do not vanish, the
Nusselt number, mean temperature and turbulent heat fluxes are unaffected.
Only the temperature variance at the lower Prandtl number is altered by the
longer domain, resulting in a 5% increase of the fluctuations occurring at
the wall for IF, as found by Tiselj [75]. For the IT boundary condition at
%A = 0.025 the two-point correlations of the temperature fluctuations do not
vanish in the longer domain either and the temperature variance in the center
of the pipe is about twice as large as in the domain length of !I = 12.5�.
Thus, the temperature variance and power spectral density of the isothermal
case at '41 = 5300 and %A = 0.025 are excluded from the evaluation in the
following section.

An explanation for the non-vanishing two-point correlations of IT, occurring
only at the lowest considered Reynolds and Prandtl numbers, most probably
is that the assumption of negligible net axial heat conduction, yielding the
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exponential decay of the temperature difference in IT, Eq. (3.9), is not valid for
such low Péclet numbers and hence the derived source term in Eq. (3.8) is not
correct for this particular case. For higher Reynolds numbers, as exemplified
on the right diagram for '41 = 11700, all correlations drop to zero within half
of the domain length."[SSA2]

3.3 Derivation of the Nusselt number
decomposition

As a tool to study the dependency of the Nusselt number on the type of thermal
boundary condition, it is decomposed into laminar and turbulent contributions.
The derivation given in this section is taken from the appendix of [SSA2].

"The herein presented Nusselt number decomposition closely follows the
derivation given by Fukagata, Iwamoto, and Kasagi [24] for MBC in the
channel flow. Note that when defining the bulk temperature as in Eq. (3.4),
an additional contribution (not present in Ref. [24] but in Ref. [37]) due
to the streamwise turbulent heat flux emerges. In order to comply with the
nomenclature of Ref. [24], the non-dimensionalization and how to denote
(non)-dimensional variables is adopted from Ref. [24] and thus different from
the remaining part of this"[SSA2] thesis. "The final form of the derived de-
composition is transformed into Eq. (3.39) using the non-dimensionalization
as given in Section 3.1.

The following derivation is forMBC and IF. Unfortunately, for the IT boundary
condition, such a decomposition into laminar and turbulent contributions was
not found due to the more complex source term in the temperature equation,
which directly depends on the temperature.

We start our derivation with the transport equation of the temperature )∗ in
dimensional form

m)∗

mC∗
+ ∇∗ · (U∗)∗) = U∗∇∗2)∗ (3.11)
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3 The effect of thermal boundary condition types

Introducing the Reynolds decomposition for temperature and velocity as )∗ =
)̄∗ + )∗′ and U∗ = Ū∗ + u∗′ and applying the averaging operator on Eq. (3.11)
yields the RANS equation for temperature in a pipe flow.

m)̄∗

mC∗
+ ∇∗ · (Ū)̄∗) = U∗∇∗2)̄∗ − ∇∗ · (u∗′)∗′) (3.12)

In a steady-state, fully-developed pipe flow with homogeneous thermal bound-
ary conditions m (·)/mC∗ = 0, m (·)/mi = 0, *̄∗A = *̄∗i = 0 and all derivatives
in streamwise direction vanish except for m)̄∗/mI∗ as the temperature varies
(linearly [32]) in the streamwise direction. The remaining terms (now written
in index notation for a cylindrical coordinate system) are

0 = − 1
A∗

m

mA∗
(
A∗D∗′A )∗

′
)
+ U∗

[
1
A∗

m

mA∗

(
A∗
m)̄∗

mA∗

)
+ m

2)̄∗

mI∗2

]
− m*̄

∗
I)̄
∗

mI∗
(3.13)

A∗, i and I∗ denote the radial, azimuthal and streamwise direction respectively.
Following the non-dimensionalization of Fukagata, Iwamoto, and Kasagi [24],
we scale space by the radius of the pipe X∗, velocity by twice the bulk velocity
2*∗1 and the time by 2*∗1/X∗. Note that this non-dimensionalization is different
from the one given in Section 3.1 and is only employed for the Nusselt number
decomposition to comply with Ref. [24]. The temperature is expressed as

Θ =
)̄∗| − )∗
Δ)∗I

(3.14)

Δ)∗I =
@∗|

d∗2∗? (2*∗1)
=
X∗

4
d)̄∗|
dI∗

=
X∗

4
d)̄∗1
dI∗

(3.15)

where the wall heat flux is @∗| and the relation between the reference tem-
perature Δ)∗I and the gradient of bulk (or wall) temperature can be found by
an integral energy balance of a heated section of length dI. The temperature
equation in non-dimensional form, omitting the superscript (·)∗, thus becomes

0 = −1
A

m

mA

(
AD′AΘ′

)
+ 1
'41%A

[
1
A

m

mA

(
A
mΘ̄
mA

)]
+ 4*̄I (3.16)

The last term is a result of the (linear) variation of the temperature and acts
as a source term such that mΘ̄/mI = 0. The product of bulk Reynolds number
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3.3 Derivation of the Nusselt number decomposition

'41 = 2*∗1X
∗/a∗, with the kinematic viscosity a∗, and the Prandtl number

%A = a∗/U∗ is the Péclet number %4 = 2*∗1X
∗/U∗. The thermal boundary

conditions for the mixed type boundary condition (MBC) and ideal isoflux
(IF) are respectively

Θ|| = Θ(A = 1) = 0 (3.17)
mΘ
mA

= −mΘ
m~

= −%4 (3.18)

In order to relate theNusselt number and the bulk temperature, first we integrate∫ 1
0 (3.16) Adr to find

dΘ̄
dr

����
|

= − dΘ̄
dy

����
|

= −%4 (3.19)

such that the Nusselt number can be expressed as

#D =
@∗|�∗

()̄∗| − )̄∗1)_∗
=
−_∗ m)̄ ∗m~∗

���
|
�∗

()̄∗| − )̄∗1)_∗
(3.20)

=
Δ)∗I

()̄∗| − )̄∗1)
dΘ̄
dy

����
|

�∗

X∗
=

2%4
Θ1

(3.21)

The dimensionless bulk temperature is

Θ̄1 =

∫
�∗ *

∗
IΘdA∗∫

�∗ *̄
∗
IdA∗

=
)̄∗| − )̄∗1
Δ)∗I

(3.22)

Next, we apply a triple integral onEq. (3.16):
∫ 0

1 (
∫ A

1 (
∫ A

1 [d[)1/[2[d[)*̄IA3A ,
reported here step by step. The first integral is

∫ A
1 (3.16)[d[. Note that we

integrate from the wall A = 1 to the radial location A and that we change the
variable in the integrand from A to [ because the upper limit of the integral is
already given by A.

0 =
∫ A

1

[
− m
m[

(
[D′AΘ′

)
+ 1
%4

(
m

m[

(
[
mΘ̄
m[

))
+ 4*̄I

]
[d[ (3.23)

= −AD′AΘ′ +
1
%4
A

dΘ̄
dr
+ 1 +Φ (3.24)
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3 The effect of thermal boundary condition types

where we have used the fact that the turbulent heat flux vanishes at the wall,
substituted the gradient of Θ at the wall by Eq. (3.19) and introduced the
fractional flow rate analogously to Fukagata, Iwamoto, and Kasagi [24]

Φ = 4
∫ A

1
*̄I[d[ (3.25)

The lower and upper limits have been chosen such that we can apply known
relations (or facts) at the wall. Switching upper and lower limits is obviously
the same but with changed signs. Eq. (3.24) gives us a balance of the radial
turbulent heat flux. The second integral should give us a balance of the mean
non-dimensional temperature by integrating

∫ A
1 (3.24) 1/[2[d[.

0 =
∫ A

1

[
−D′AΘ′ +

1
%4

dΘ̄
d[
+ 1
[
(1 +Φ)

]
d[ (3.26)

= −
∫ A

1
D′AΘ′d[ +

1
%4
Θ̄ +

∫ A

1

1
[
(1 +Φ)d[ (3.27)

where we have used the boundary condition, Eq. (3.17). Note that the mean
non-dimensional temperature, evaluated at the wall, has to vanish for MBC
due to the boundary condition, Eq. (3.17), but also for IF due to the definition
of Θ. The third integral should give us a balance of the Nusselt number.
Therefore, we have to construct it such that we find the non-dimensional
bulk temperature, which is related to the Nusselt number by Eq. (3.21), by
integrating

∫ 0
1 (3.27) *̄IAdr

0 = −
∫ 0

1

∫ A

1
D′AΘ′d[*̄IAdr + 1

%4

∫ 0

1
Θ̄*̄IAdr +

∫ 0

1

∫ A

1

1
[
(1 +Φ)d[*̄IAdr

(3.28)
1
#D

=
1
2

∫ 0

1
(1 +Φ)D′AΘ′dr − 1

2

∫ 0

1

1
A
(1 +Φ)2dr + 2

%4

∫ 1

0
D′IΘ′Adr (3.29)

where we have used partial integration to reformulate the double integrals to
a single integral and used that Φ(0) = −1. The second term in Eq. (3.28)
gives rise to the bulk temperature, and thus the Nusselt number, as well as a
contribution due to the turbulent heat flux because Θ̄*̄I = Θ*I − Θ′D′I .
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3.3 Derivation of the Nusselt number decomposition

The laminar contribution is inside the second integral of Eq. (3.29) and in
order to decompose it from the turbulent contribution, the streamwise velocity
and the fractional flow rate need to be decomposed into a laminar and turbulent
contribution

*̄I = *̄! + *̄C (3.30)

Φ(A) = Φ! +Φ) = 4
∫ A

1
*̄![d[ + 4

∫ A

1
*̄) [d[ (3.31)

Although the approach of decomposing the mean velocity profile into a cor-
responding laminar one and the deviation between these two profiles is not
widely used in literature, it was also successfully applied for data analysis in
other studies [16, 25]. The laminar velocity profile is

*̄! = 1 − A2 (3.32)

such that the laminar fractional flow rate can be evaluated to

Φ! = 2
(
A2 − A

4

2
− 1

2

)
(3.33)

To find an expression for the turbulent velocity profile, the complete velocity
profile, taken from the derivation of the friction coefficient � 5 for a fully-
developed pipe flow [23] by taking the balance equation for the mean velocity
profile (after the second of the three integrals) and replacing � 5 , has to be
known

� 5 =
16
'41
+ 16

∫ 1

0
2AD′AD′IAdr (3.34)

*̄I = '41

[∫ A

1
D′AD′Id[ −

� 5

16
(A2 − 1)

]
(3.35)

*̄I = '41

∫ A

1
D′AD′Id[ − (A2 − 1)

[
1 + '41

∫ 1

0
2AD′AD′IAdr

]
(3.36)

such that the turbulent velocity profile is

*̄) = *̄I − *̄! = '41
[
(1 − A2)

∫ 1

0
2AD′AD′IAdr +

∫ A

1
D′AD′Id[

]
(3.37)
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3 The effect of thermal boundary condition types

Finally, laminar and turbulent fractional flow rate are introduced into Eq. (3.29)
where the contributions containing Φ! can be evaluated analytically.

1
#D

=
11
48
− 1

2

∫ 1

0
(1 +Φ)D′AΘ′dr

− 1
2

∫ 1

0

1
A

[(2A4 − 4A2)Φ) −Φ2
)

]
dr + 2

%4

∫ 1

0
D′IΘ′Adr

(3.38)

Hence, the Nusselt number is composed of four contributions: the laminar
part 48/11, the contribution due to the radial turbulent heat flux, a contribution
solely due to the turbulent velocity field and a contribution due to the stream-
wise turbulent heat flux. The third term can be interpreted as a modification
of the bulk temperature due to a different mean velocity profile as compared to
the laminar one [37]. It arises from the streamwise variation of the mean axial
advective heat flux m*̄∗I)̄∗/mI∗ (c.f. eq. 3.13) which is also the source of the
laminar contribution."[SSA2]

3.4 Results and Discussion

The results are taken from the publication by Straub et al. [SSA2] and are
repeated in the following subsections, presenting the "(decomposed) Nusselt
number, first- and second-order statistics and spectral analysis."[SSA2]

3.4.1 Nusselt Number

"Depending on the flow and the fluid (i.e. '4 and %A), correlations exist
to predict the Nusselt number such as the Gnielinski correlation for fully-
developed turbulent flow valid in the range of 104 < '41 < 106 and 0.1 <
%A < 1000 [81]. The range of validity can be extended up to lower Reynolds
numbers ('41 = 2300) by interpolation of laminar and turbulent Nusselt
numbers as described in [81]. Note that such an interpolation is not performed
when comparing the correlation with the present results even though the lowest
Reynolds number is '41 = 5300 < 104 since the agreement is very good with
the non-interpolated correlation.
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3.4 Results and Discussion
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Figure 3.6: Nusselt number variation with '41 . Figures taken from Ref. [SSA2].

For low-Prandtl-number fluids existing correlations have been assessed by
Pacio, Marocco, and Wetzel [57]. As pointed out in their study, there are
few reliable experimental data for the fully-developed thermal field of the IT
boundary condition using liquid metals. They propose their own correlation
as a best-fit of the collected experimental data in the range of %4 = 450 −
8000. Alternatively, Tricoli [79] proposed a theoretical relationship between
the Nusselt number for IF and IT: #D�) = c2/12 #D� � , valid for low Prandtl
numbers and high Péclet numbers. Two recommended correlations [57] for
IF are the ones by Skupinski, Tortel, and Vautrey [73] (measured range of
%4 = 58 − 13100 for NaK in hydrodynamically and thermally fully-developed
horizontal pipe flow) and Lubarsky and Kaufman [48] (best fit of experimental
data).

Fig. 3.6 shows a comparison of the present results to these selected correla-
tions. The left figure shows the Nusselt number for %A = 0.71. For this Prandtl
number, the different types of TBCs do not influence the Nusselt number and
they are accurately predicted by the Gnielinski correlation. This can be ex-
plained by the dominance of turbulent mixing over conduction for medium
and high Prandtl numbers (as is discussed in the following section for MBC
and IF). The right figure shows the Nusselt number for %A = 0.025. For this
Prandtl number, the present results show a significant effect of the TBC even
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3 The effect of thermal boundary condition types

on a global quantity as the Nusselt number. The Nusselt numbers of MBC
agree well with IF, but the Nusselt number of IT is significantly lower. For
such low Prandtl numbers and moderately high Reynolds numbers, typical
of engineering applications, the contribution of conduction to the heat trans-
fer is comparable to that of turbulent mixing, resulting in different Nusselt
numbers depending on the applied boundary condition at the wall. This is
analogous to the laminar convective case, where for fully-developed laminar
pipe flow #D = 3.66 for IT and #D = 4.36 for IF [32]. For the bulk Reynolds
numbers of '41 = {5300, 11700, 19000, 37700} the Nusselt number of IT is
{19.8%, 19.7%, 19.2%, 17.5%} lower than that for IF and MBC, respectively,
indicating a converging trend for higher Reynolds numbers. A possible ex-
planation for this trend is the dominance of turbulent mixing over molecular
conduction for increasing Reynolds numbers, as observed for %A = 0.71. For
a conclusive statement however, even higher Reynolds numbers should be
investigated for low-Prandtl-number fluids.

Besides, the correlations by Lubarsky andKaufman [48] and Skupinski, Tortel,
and Vautrey [73] for IF underpredict the Nusselt numbers as well as the one
for IT from Pacio, Marocco, and Wetzel [57]. The theoretical relationship
between the Nusselt numbers of IF and IT from Tricoli [79] however, predicts
theNusselt numbers of ITwell (based on the present values of IF). According to
the presentNusselt number results, more accurate correlations for liquidmetals,
eventually based on reliable experimental or numerical data, are necessary.
Although the numerical results in this study may not be sufficient to propose
a new correlation, they serve as a reference to test state-of-the-art correlations
and extend the openly available data for liquid metals."[SSA2]

3.4.2 Decomposition of the Nusselt Number

"Similarly to the Fukagata–Iwamoto–Kasagi (FIK) identity for the skin-friction
coefficient [23], also the Nusselt number can be decomposed into laminar and
turbulent contributions [24, 37]."[SSA2]

The derivation given in Section 3.3 is used to analyze in detail the individual
contributions and how they are affected by the type of thermal boundary
condition. When rewriting the decomposed formulation by "using the non-
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3.4 Results and Discussion

dimensionalization listed in Section 3.1, the Nusselt number is decomposed
into

1
#D

=
11
48︸︷︷︸

1/#D!

−
∫ 0.5

0
(1 + Φ̃)〈D̃Ao〉dr̃︸                     ︷︷                     ︸
1/#D��,A

− 1
2

∫ 0.5

0

1
Ã

[(2Ã4 − Ã2)16Φ̃) − Φ̃2
)

]
dr̃︸                                            ︷︷                                            ︸

1/#D'((

+ 8
%4

∫ 0.5

0
〈D̃Io〉Ãdr̃︸                 ︷︷                 ︸

1/#D��,I

(3.39)

The four contributions to the inverse Nusselt number in eq. (3.39) are the lam-
inar term #D! , the contribution due to the radial turbulent heat flux #D��,A ,
the contribution due to the turbulent velocity field #D'(( (where Φ̃ is the
fractional flow rate of the velocity field and Φ̃) the fractional flow rate of the
turbulent velocity field, as described in [Section 3.3] and the contribution due
to the streamwise turbulent heat flux #D��,I , respectively. Since the turbulent
velocity field can be expressed by the Reynolds shear stress (RSS) [see Section
3.3], the fractional flow rate Φ) and consequently #D'(( are only affected by
the RSS and no thermal statistics. Note that due to the inverse relationship, the
individual contributions cannot be summed together to determine the Nusselt
number in contrast to the contributions of the decomposed skin friction coeffi-
cient [23]. For instance, a higher radial turbulent heat flux increases the second
term on the right hand side of eq. (3.39), so that a higher value is subtracted
from 11/48, thereby reducing the right hand side of eq. (3.39). This results
in an increase of the Nusselt number because of the inverse relationship. In
order to visualize and compare the individual contributions and to highlight
the different heat transfer mechanism of low-Prandtl-number fluids, Eq. (3.39)
is reformulated as

1 =
#D!
#D
+ #D!
#D��,A

+ #D!
#D'((

− #D!
#D��,I

(3.40)

with the individual ratios shown in Fig. 3.7. Note that a higher Nusselt
number (i.e. lower #D!/#D) is achieved by larger ratios #D!/#D��,A and
#D!/#D'(( . The separate analysis of each of the three turbulent contributions
highlights the different heat transfer mechanism of the two investigated Prandtl
number fluids. Note that the contribution due to the streamwise turbulent heat
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Figure 3.7: Individual contributions to the Nusselt number:
#D!/#D: , #D!/#D��,A : , #D!/#D'(( : , #D!/#D��,I :
Figure taken from Ref. [SSA2].

flux is one to two orders of magnitude smaller than the other contributions
and its effect on the Nusselt number is negligible for the present simulations.
The third term in eq. (3.40) only depends on the velocity field through the
Reynolds shear stresses and is thus independent of the Prandtl number for
forced convection. For the Reynolds numbers considered in the present study,
it ranges from 28% to 34%. The ratio determining the contribution due to
the radial turbulent heat flux #D!/#D��,A is the dominant contribution to
the Nusselt number for %A = 0.71 with values ranging from 48% to 60%.
For %A = 0.025, the contribution due to the radial turbulent heat flux only
becomes relevant for higher Reynolds numbers with values of #D!/#D��,A
ranging from 4% to 27%. Therefore, for the Reynolds numbers considered in
the present study, the increase in Nusselt number for %A = 0.025 with respect
to the laminar Nusselt number is mainly caused by the contribution due to the
turbulent velocity field and not the contribution due to the radial turbulent heat
flux.

The individual contributions, the Nusselt number defined in eq. (3.39) and the
Nusselt number evaluated directly by the bulk temperature as shown in [Section
3.3] are given in Table 3.2. The agreement between the directly evaluated
Nusselt number and the one from eq. (3.39) is good in all cases except for
%A = 0.71 at '41 = 37700 where the Nusselt number is underestimated. This
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3.4 Results and Discussion

Table 3.2: Individual contributions, Nusselt number defined in eq. (3.39) and Nusselt number
evaluated directly in parentheses. The bulk Reynolds number increases from top to
bottom ('41 = 5300, 11700, 19000, 37700) (taken from Ref. [SSA2]).

1/#D��,A 1/#D'(( 1/#D��,I #D

MBC071 1.11 × 10−1 6.45 × 10−2 7.68 × 10−4 18.3 (18.3)
IF071 1.11 × 10−1 6.45 × 10−2 8.13 × 10−4 18.4 (18.5)
MBC0025 9.86 × 10−3 6.45 × 10−2 8.04 × 10−4 6.43 (6.43)
IF0025 1.09 × 10−2 6.45 × 10−2 1.16 × 10−3 6.46 (6.46)

MBC071 1.27 × 10−1 7.31 × 10−2 2.67 × 10−4 34.5 (34.5)
IF071 1.28 × 10−1 7.31 × 10−2 2.78 × 10−4 34.7 (34.7)
MBC0025 2.49 × 10−2 7.31 × 10−2 8.05 × 10−4 7.58 (7.58)
IF0025 2.64 × 10−2 7.31 × 10−2 1.04 × 10−3 7.65 (7.65)

MBC071 1.33 × 10−1 7.59 × 10−2 1.50 × 10−4 50.2 (50.2)
IF071 1.34 × 10−1 7.59 × 10−2 1.56 × 10−4 50.4 (50.5)
MBC0025 3.83 × 10−2 7.59 × 10−2 7.91 × 10−4 8.64 (8.64)
IF0025 4.00 × 10−2 7.59 × 10−2 1.00 × 10−3 8.75 (8.75)

MBC071 1.37 × 10−1 7.85 × 10−2 7.15 × 10−5 74.5 (85.3)
IF071 1.38 × 10−1 7.85 × 10−2 7.47 × 10−5 79.0 (85.3)
MBC0025 6.00 × 10−2 7.85 × 10−2 7.12 × 10−4 11.0 (11.0)
IF0025 6.12 × 10−2 7.85 × 10−2 8.72 × 10−4 11.1 (11.2)

discrepancy could be caused by the high sensitivity of the Nusselt number
evaluated using Eq. (3.39) on the radial turbulent heat flux distribution for
high Reynolds numbers. Due to the inverse relation given by Eq. (3.39), the
determinedNusselt number becomesmore sensitive to deviations in 1/#D��,A
as the sum of the three turbulent contributions approaches its upper bound
11/48. For the cases of '41 = 37700 and %A = 0.71 an amplified 〈D̃Ao〉
of ≈ 1% yields the correct Nusselt number illustrating its high sensitivity.
Additionally, the influence of the contribution due to the turbulent velocity
field is tested. When using the DNS data of El Khoury et al. [17] for these
two cases to determine 1/#D'(( and the fractional flow rate Φ̃, the Nusselt
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3 The effect of thermal boundary condition types

Flow

Flow

Figure 3.8: Instantaneous visualisations of the temperature Θ at '41 = 19000 of MBC at (top)
%A = 0.71 and at (bottom) %A = 0.025, scaled with individual maximum. Red (blue)
regions indicate high (low) values. Figures taken from Ref. [SSA2].

number is still underestimated, so that indeed a slightly too low radial turbulent
heat flux could be responsible for the observed discrepancy.

A decomposition for IT was not found due to the complex source term in Eq.
(3.8), but the mean temperature budget, discussed in the following subsection,
includes IT.Nevertheless, an explanation for the significant differences between
the Nusselt numbers of IT and MBC/IF can be inferred because also for IT, it
can be assumed that the Nusselt number consists of a laminar and a turbulent
contribution. The laminar contribution, which prevails in determining the
Nusselt number for low Prandtl numbers at the Reynolds numbers considered
here, is lower for IT than for MBC/IF, such that also the Nusselt number is
lower.

Even though the Nusselt numbers for %A = 0.025 are larger than analytically
found for the laminar case, the thermal field is still in a laminar-like state. Such
a laminar-like thermal field can be observed in the instantaneous snapshots in
Fig. 3.8 which correspond to the MBC at %A = 0.71 and at %A = 0.025 at
'41 = 19000. Indeed, while for %A = 0.71 large and small scales with sharp
gradients are recognizable, for %A = 0.025 the small scales are smeared out
by the high thermal diffusivity [75], resulting in a much smoother temperature
field, resembling a laminar one."[SSA2]

3.4.3 Turbulence Statistics

"In addition to the effect of the TBCs on the Nusselt number as a global
parameter, first- and second-order one-point statistics are compared in the
following paragraphs. To distinguish the TBCs in the following diagrams,
different line styles are used while the Reynolds number is distinguished by the
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3.4 Results and Discussion

Table 3.3: Line styles and colors of Reynolds numbers and thermal boundary conditions (taken
from Ref. [SSA2]).
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Figure 3.9: Mean temperature variation with TBC and '41 for (left) %A = 0.71 and (right)
%A = 0.025. Line styles and colors as in Table 3.3. Empirical correlation by Kader
[34]: . Figures taken from Ref. [SSA2].

line color, as summarized in Table 3.3. In order to keep the different profiles
for each TBC and Reynolds number clearly distinguishable, the following
diagrams only show results for lowest and highest Reynolds number. Results
of the intermediate Reynolds numbers are provided in the database [SSD1].

The temperature distribution is presented in Fig. 3.9. Scaling in viscous
units is done by substituting the bulk velocity *1 by the friction velocity Dg
in the definition of the non-dimensionalized temperature in Eq. (3.4), i.e.
Θ+ = ΘDg/*1 . For both Prandtl numbers, MBC and IF yield very similar
temperature profiles irrespective of the Reynolds number. However, the tem-
perature profile of IT deviates from the other two by higher values in the core
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Figure 3.10: Mean temperature budget of IT and MBC at '41 = 11700 (left) %A = 0.71 and
(right) %A = 0.025. Contributions are due to radial turbulent heat flux: , mean
advective heat flux: , turbulent axial advective heat flux: and mean
streamwise thermal diffusion: . Their sum is equal to 〈Θ〉: . Line styles
as in Table 3.3. Figures taken from Ref. [SSA2].

region (cf.[62]), an effect which is especially pronounced at %A = 0.025. A
higher temperature for IT compared to MBC/IF in the center of the pipe at low
Prandtl numbers (≈ 33% at '41 = 37700) reflects the previously discussed
lower Nusselt numbers of IT. Neither buffer layer nor logarithmic layer are
visible for %A = 0.025 (cf. [1]). The empirical correlation by Kader [34] (only
shown for '41 = 37700) agrees well with the present data for IF/MBC at both
Prandtl numbers (cf. [1]).

Even though a decomposition of the Nusselt number for IT was not found, the
budget equation for the mean temperature given by Ref. [62] reads:

〈Θ〉C (Ã) = −%4
∫ 0.5

A ′=Ã
〈D̃Ao〉dr′ + %4

∫ 0.5

A ′=Ã

1
A ′

∫ A ′

A ′′=0
A ′′〈(Θ〉dr′′dr′ (3.41)

Eq. (3.41) can be used to analyze the different contributions to the mean
temperature, as illustrated in Fig. 3.10 for '41 = 11700 and both IT and
MBC, while IF is not shown because it practically coincides with MBC. The
dominant terms are the contributions due to the radial turbulent heat flux 〈D̃Ao〉
and the mean advective heat flux stemming from the source term, 4 〈*̃I〉 for
MBC and IF, and 0̃〈*̃I〉〈Θ〉 for IT. Their difference determines the distribution
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Figure 3.11: Variation of radial turbulent heat flux with TBC and '41 for (left) %A = 0.71 and
(right) %A = 0.025. Line styles and colors as in Table 3.3. Figures taken from Ref.
[SSA2].

of 〈Θ〉 and hence its dependency on the TBC. For both Prandtl numbers, the
contributions due to turbulent axial advective heat flux 0̃〈D̃Io〉 and mean
streamwise thermal diffusion 0̃2〈Θ〉/%4 are negligible, as reported by Piller
[62] for %A = 0.71. At %A = 0.71 a slightly higher (in magnitude) contribution
due to the radial turbulent heat flux for IT, compared to MBC, is compensated
by the higher (in magnitude) contribution due to the mean advective heat flux
such that the temperature profiles are barely distinguishable. At %A = 0.025
however, the higher (in magnitude) contribution due to the radial turbulent heat
flux for IT, compared to MBC, is overcompensated by the contribution due to
the mean advective heat flux, yielding the observed higher temperature and
consequently lower Nusselt number compared to MBC/IF. Note that since for
IT the mean advective heat flux directly depends on the temperature, these two
are interrelated such that a higher temperature yields a higher mean advective
heat flux and vice versa. The sum of the contributions shown in Fig. 3.10 is
the mean temperature 〈Θ〉, which clearly shows the flat (turbulent) profile at
%A = 0.71 and the more rounded (laminar-like) profile at %A = 0.025.

Fig. 3.11 shows the effect of the TBC and Reynolds number on the radial
turbulent heat flux. For both Prandtl numbers, IT yields higher radial turbulent
heat fluxes whereas MBC and IF nearly collapse. Therefore, the Nusselt
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Figure 3.12: Variation of streamwise turbulent heat flux with TBC and '41 for (left) %A = 0.71
and (right) %A = 0.025. Line styles and colors as in Table 3.3. Figures taken from
Ref. [SSA2].

number contributions due to the radial turbulent heat flux for MBC and IF are
very similar, as discussed previously.

In contrast to IF, MBC/IT suppress thermal fluctuations at the wall because of
the imposedDirichlet boundary condition. Therefore, the near-wall behavior of
the turbulent heat fluxes for IF is different than for MBC/IT. As given by Kong,
Choi, and Lee [42], a Taylor series expansion for the radial and streamwise
turbulent heat fluxes yields

〈D̃Ao〉 =
{
23~̃

3 + ... IT, MBC
24~̃

2 + ... IF
(3.42)

〈D̃Io〉 =
{
21~̃

2 + ... IT, MBC
22~̃ + ... IF

(3.43)

The near-wall asymptotic behavior is hardly distinguishable for the radial
turbulent heat flux (quadratic vs. cubic, Eq. (3.42)), while for the streamwise
turbulent heat flux the differences are more pronounced (linear vs. quadratic,
Eq. (3.43)).

The streamwise turbulent heat flux is shown in Fig. 3.12. and different
behaviors in the near-wall region are observed according to Eq. (3.43) and
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Figure 3.13: Variation of temperature variance with TBC and '41 for (left) %A = 0.71 and (right)
%A = 0.025. Line styles and colors as in Table 3.3. Figures taken from Ref. [SSA2].

as previously discussed for the radial counterpart. The maximum streamwise
turbulent heat flux for %A = 0.71 remains at ~+ ≈ 20, independently of the
Reynolds number, whereas for %A = 0.025, the streamwise turbulent heat flux
increases with Reynolds number and the (outer) maximum shifts towards the
pipe center.

All previously presented thermal statistics are similar for MBC and IF, except
for the streamwise turbulent heat fluxes for %A = 0.025. While agreeing with
MBC close to the pipe center, IF shows a local maximum at approximately
~+ = 20, corresponding to the location of maximum streamwise velocity
fluctuations. For MBC and IT this maximum, most likely caused by the
fluctuations of the streamwise velocity, is suppressed because of the imposed
Dirichlet boundary condition for Θ and thus the temperature fluctuations at
~+ = 20 are much lower, as discussed in the next paragraph.

Differences in the near-wall behavior, arising from the TBC, will be further
discussed for the temperature variance shown in Fig. 3.13. The temperature
variance of MBC collapses with IT close to the wall and with IF in the center
of the pipe, portraying precisely the mixed behavior of MBC. The temperature
variation for IF at the wall is non-negligible and exhibits a constant region
approximately up to ~+ = 2 for %A = 0.71 and ~+ = 30 for %A = 0.025. As
for the turbulent heat fluxes, the inner-scaled temperature variance increases
monotonically with increasing Reynolds number for %A = 0.025. For %A =
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3 The effect of thermal boundary condition types

0.71, the temperature variance at the wall increases only slightly for IF with
increasing Reynolds number. For MBC, the near wall behavior including the
peak at ~+ ≈ 20 appears to be independent of the Reynolds number. The same
holds for IT when '41 ≥ 11700."[SSA2]

3.4.4 Spectral Analysis

"Streamwise power spectral densities (PSDs) of the thermal fluctuations, com-
puted as the product of the Fourier coefficients of temperature fluctuation
with their complex conjugate (i.e. � = ôô∗) are evaluated for the different
TBCs and Reynolds numbers. Contour lines of the premultiplied PSDs, i.e.
:I ·� , as a function of the wall-normal location and the streamwise wavelength
_I = 2c/:I , scaled with their respective maximum value, are shown in Fig.
3.14. For %A = 0.71 the contour lines at 50% of the maximum include much
smaller structures than for %A = 0.025 because of the high thermal diffusivity at
low Prandtl numbers. For %A = 0.025 the inner-scaled streamwise wavelength
of thermal structures increases at higher Reynolds numbers as observed by a
shift of the contour lines and maximum values towards larger wavelengths.
For instance, the maximum values for MBC reside at (_+I , ~+) = (560, 80),
(640, 140), (1060, 220), (1790, 420) for increasing Reynolds numbers. Note
that as discussed previously in Section 3.2, the low Prandtl number case of IT
at '41 = 5300 is excluded. For %A = 0.71 the effect of the Reynolds number
on the location of the maximum and on the contour lines is less pronounced so
that the maximum values for MBC reside at (_+I , ~+) = (640, 19), (560, 19),
(490, 19), (730, 17). One exception is the maximum value of IF at '41 = 5300
that is found at a larger wavelength and closer to the wall.

While IT and MBC show very similar PSDs at their respective Reynolds
numbers, IF is characterized by temperature fluctuations occurring at the wall.
Hence, thermal scales of considerable streamwise wavelength are observed in
the spectrum down to the wall, highlighting the difference between IF and the
other two TBCs."[SSA2]
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Figure 3.14: Streamwise premultiplied power spectral densities of thermal fluctuations at '41 =
5300: , '41 = 11700: , '41 = 19000: , '41 = 37700:
for (left panels) %A = 0.71 and (right panels) %A = 0.025. From top to bottom
rows: IT, MBC, IF. Contour lines represent 50%: and 10%: of the
maximum value, which is located at the markers '41 = 5300: , '41 = 11700: ,
'41 = 19000: , '41 = 37700: . Line styles as in Table 3.3. Figures taken from
Ref. [SSA2].
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4 The effect of azimuthally
inhomogeneous thermal
boundary conditions

The second objective, as stated in Sec. 1.3, is to learn more about how the
non-homogeneity of the thermal boundary condition affects the heat transfer
within the receiver. To that end, azimuthally inhomogeneous thermal boundary
conditions are set up and their thermal statistics are studied and compared to
the homogeneous reference cases of the previous section. The results of this
comparison are published by the present author and colleagues in Straub et al.
[SSA1] and restated in this chapter. Note that all conclusions drawn from the
results in this chapter are merged with the conclusions from the previous and
next chapter and collectively given in Chapter 6.

"The influence of azimuthally inhomogeneous thermal boundary conditions
on fluids with Prandtl numbers of %A = a/U = 0.7, 4 is shown by Antoranz
et al. [4] for friction Reynols numbers of '4g = Dg'/a = 180, 360. [...]
The pipe radius is ' and the friction velocity is Dg =

√
g|/d with g| being

the wall-shear stress. Liquid metals are characterized by their large thermal
conductivity, resulting in low molecular Prandtl numbers. Thus, conduction
plays a more dominant role for liquid metals than for fluids of %A ≈ 1. How
heat transfer in liquid metals is affected by inhomogeneous thermal boundary
conditions and how it is different from fluids of %A ≈ 1 at moderately high
Reynolds numbers has not yet been investigated.

Therefore, one objective of the present study is to fill this gap for azimuthally
inhomogeneous applied heat flux by providing high fidelity datasets of low
Prandtl number fluids at moderately high Reynolds numbers. Such a dataset
is valuable for improving Reynolds–Averaged–Navier–Stokes (RANS) models
to properly capture the behavior of low Prandtl number fluids subject to in-
homogeneous thermal boundary conditions. Second objective, more directly
related to the engineering problems in central receiver systems, is to pro-
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4 The effect of azimuthally inhomogeneous thermal boundary conditions

vide information about the temperature statistics at the fluid – solid interface.
Due to the inhomogeneous distribution of the temperature around the receiver
tube, thermal stresses need to be considered during the design of the receiver
[21, 22, 47, 52]. Hence, accurate results of the temperature distribution are
necessary."[SSA1]

4.1 Setup of the azimuthally inhomogeneous
thermal boundary conditions

The setup for studying the azimuthally inhomogeneous thermal boundary con-
ditions is very similar to the one for homogeneous thermal boundary conditions
described in Sec. 3.1. As a result of the assessment of different types of ther-
mal boundary conditions in the previous chapter, the isoflux-type thermal
boundary condition is selected in order to prescribe a constant (in time) wall
heat flux, that is distributed non-homogeneously in azimuthal direction. Due
to the inhomogeneity in azimuthal direction, statistical averaging, denoted by
〈·〉, can only be performed temporally or spatially, in streamwise direction,
which is indicated by a corresponding superscript. Note that "for brevity,
when no superscript is given, averaging over time and streamwise direction is
applied."[SSA1] When redefining the non-dimensional temperature to be

Θ =
)1 − )
〈@|〉i d2?*1 (4.1)

the advection-diffusion equation for temperature remains the same as in Eq.
(3.2) with a source term of (Θ = 4*̃I .

The assumptions made for the comparison of homogeneous thermal bound-
ary conditions in the previous chapter are also made for investigating the
azimuthally inhomogeneous thermal boundary conditions, i.e. incompressible
flow, constant material properties, negligible effects due to viscous heating,
temperature being treated as a passive scalar, so that buoyancy effects are not
considered. Under the assumption of fully developed velocity and thermal
fields, and due to the non-dimensionalization of the temperature as given in
Eq. (4.1), periodic boundary conditions are admissible since the statistics of
velocity and non-dimensionalized temperature are independent of the stream-
wise location. The linear increase of the physical temperature in streamwise
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4.1 Setup of the azimuthally inhomogeneous thermal boundary conditions

direction [8, 60] is "taken into account in the source term 4*̃I [...] (cf. [62]).
In other words, this source term compensates for the prescribed wall heat
flux."[SSA1].

The thermal boundary condition is prescribed as an "azimuthally dependent
wall heat flux of [4]

@̃| (i) =
{

2, 0 < i < 180°
0, else

(4.2)

@̃| (i) =
{
c sin(i), 0 < i < 180°
0, else

(4.3)

Eq. (4.2) represents a constant wall heat flux on the upper part of the pipe and
adiabatic on the lower part, subsequently referred to as "halfconst" and eq. (4.3)
represents a sinusoidal wall heat flux on the upper part and adiabatic on the
lower part and referred to as "halfsin". Factors 2 and c stem from considering
the same heat rate as in the homogeneous case. Note that wall heat flux is
non-dimensionalized as @̃| = @|/〈@|〉i . The boundary conditions together
with the coordinate system are illustrated schematically in Fig. 4.1"[SSA1]

@| (i)

A
i

−90°

−45°

0°

45°

90°

Figure 4.1: Schematic of the prescribedwall heat flux distribution. Figure taken fromRef. [SSA1].

The parameter space of Reynolds numbers and Prandtl numbers as well as the
mesh is the same as in the comparison of different thermal boundary condition
types, discussed in Sec. 3.1.
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Figure 4.2: Radial turbulent heat flux in viscous units of "halfsin" for '41 = 5300 and %A = 0.025
evaluated at i = −90° ( ), i = −45° ( ), i = 0° ( ), i = 45° (
), i = 90° ( ) with LES12.5 ( ), LES50 ( ) and DNS ( ). Figure
taken from Ref. [SSA1].

The selected domain size and the mesh resolution for the LES "is validated
by comparing the reference DNS results with !I = 12.5� to the slightly
coarser resolved LESs with !I = 12.5� (LES12.5) and !I = 50� (LES50).
Good agreement is found for the turbulent heat fluxes in radial and streamwise
direction and the mean temperature. This is exemplified in Fig. 4.2, showing
for the "halfsin" setup at '41 = 5300 and %A = 0.025 the radial turbulent heat
flux 〈DAo〉+ evaluated at five azimuthal locations. The temperature variance
〈oo〉+ for %A = 0.025 is found to be more sensitive to the domain size, as also
reported byTiselj [75] for channel flows at lowPrandtl numbers. At the location
of maximum wall heat flux (i = 90°) the temperature variance evaluated at
the wall for !I = 12.5� is 7 % lower than for !I = 50�. However, other
statistics, like the mean temperature and the turbulent heat fluxes agree well
for !I = 12.5� and !I = 50�, so that"[SSA1] the following results refer to
!I = 12.5�.

4.2 Results and Discussion

The results are taken from the publication by Straub et al. [SSA1] and are
repeated in the following subsections, presenting the local and global Nusselt
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Figure 4.3: Global Nusselt number of homogeneous ( ), "halfconst" ( ) and "halfsin" ( )
compared with correlations[26, 48, 73]. Figures taken from Ref. [SSA1].

numbers, temperature and temperature variance as well as the turbulent Prandtl
number.

4.2.1 Nusselt Number

"The heat transfer coefficient ℎ, being non-dimensionalized in form of the
Nusselt number [#D = ℎ�/_], characterizes the convective heat transfer and
is typically required for design of a heat exchanger device. For azimuthally in-
homogeneous thermal boundary conditions a global and local Nusselt number
are defined as

#D� =
�

_

〈@|〉i
〈)| − )1〉i,I,C = −

%4

〈Θ|〉i,I,C (4.4)

#D(i) = �

_

@| (i)
〈)| − )1〉I,C = −

%4

〈Θ|〉I,C @̃| (4.5)

with the Péclet number [%4 = �*1d2?/_]. Note that the global Nusselt
number #D� ≠ 〈#D(i)〉i since the wall heat flux in the numerator and the
difference between wall temperature and bulk temperature in the denominator
are averaged separately for #D� .

The global Nusselt number is shown in Fig. 4.3. For both Prandlt numbers, the
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Figure 4.4: Local Nusselt number of "halfsin" ( ) and "halfconst" ( ) for various '41 .
Figures taken from Ref. [SSA1].

azimuthally inhomogeneous wall heat flux distributions yield the same global
Nusselt number as in the homogeneous setup. Thus, the global Nusselt number
appears to be independent of the distribution of the wall heat flux [50]. For
%A = 0.71, the global Nusselt numbers are well predicted by the Gnielinski
correlation [26]. In the case of low Prandtl number fluids with %A = 0.025, two
correlations which perform best, based on the comparison by Pacio, Marocco,
and Wetzel [57], are from Lubarsky and Kaufman [48] and Skupinski, Tortel,
and Vautrey [73]. They both underestimate the global Nusselt number for the
present range of Reynolds numbers.

As the global Nusselt number does not give any local information, the local
Nusselt number, shown in Fig. 4.4, is more relevant for the azimuthally
inhomogeneous setup. Note that due to symmetry only half of the heated
section in the range 0 < i < 90° is shown. The local Nusselt number peaks
at i ≈ 0, i.e. at the boundary between adiabatic and heated wall. At the
location, where the difference between bulk and wall temperature vanishes,
i.e. the denominator in (4.5), a singularity in the local Nusselt number occurs.
This happens for "halfsin" of %A = 0.025 in the heated part of the wall, as
recognizable from the zero crossing Fig. 4.7 and from the corresponding peak
in the local Nusselt number in Fig. 4.4.
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Table 4.1: Global Nusselt number and local Nusselt number for "halfsin" at the location of highest
wall heat flux for %A = 0.71 (%A = 0.025) (taken from Ref. [SSA1]).

'41 #D� #D(i = 90°)
5300 18 (6.4) 14 (3.2)

11700 35 (7.6) 27 (3.8)
19000 50 (8.7) 40 (4.4)
37700 86 (11) 67 (5.8)

Over a wide part of the heated section spanned symmetrically around i = 90°,
both distributions, "halfconst" and "halfsin", collapse and remain independent
of i. This plateau is observed in the range starting from i ≈ 30° and i ≈ 50°
for %A = 0.71 and %A = 0.025, respectively. The local Nusselt numbers at the
location of maximum wall heat flux i = 90° for "halfsin" together with the
global Nusselt numbers are given in Table 4.1. The local Nusselt numbers at
the highest wall heat flux are ≈ 20 % and ≈ 50 % lower than their respective
global Nusselt numbers for %A = 0.71 and %A = 0.025."[SSA1]

4.2.2 Temperature

"Snapshots of the instantaneous temperature distribution for "halfsin" at both
Prandtl numbers, %A = 0.71 and %A = 0.025, and the lowest and highest
simulated Reynolds numbers, '41 = 5300 and '41 = 37700, are displayed in
Fig. 4.5. Note that due to the definition of Θ in Eq. (4.1), low values of Θ
correspond to high values of ) . Evidently, the temperature field is smoother
in the low Prandtl number fluid of %A = 0.025, with the small scales being
blurred and only the larger scales remaining. The increase in Reynolds number
by a factor of ≈ 7 results in smaller scales and a thinner conductive sublayer
for both Prandtl numbers, even if this is less pronounced for %A = 0.025.

Averaging in time and streamwise direction yields the mean non-dimensional
temperature distribution, presented in viscous units Θ+ = ΘDg/*1 in Fig. 4.6.
The conductive sublayer becomes thinner with increasing Reynolds number
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resulting in higher radial temperature gradients inside of it. Differences be-
tween "halfconst" and "halfsin" are largest close to the heated wall, where for
"halfsin" 〈Θ|〉+ decreases monotonically from i = 0° to i = 90°, shown by
the darkest region in Fig. 4.6 , while for "halfconst", 〈Θ|〉+ is almost constant
over the heated section. These differences between "halfconst" and "halfsin"
are more evident for %A = 0.71 than for %A = 0.025 because of the higher
conductive heat transfer in the latter.

The non-dimensional wall temperature is shown in Fig. 4.7. For %A = 0.025,
〈Θ|〉+ vanishes for "halfsin" at i > 0° and for "halfconst" at i < 0° explaining
the sharp peaks observed in the local Nusselt number in Fig. 4.4. Within the
heated region of "halfsin" 〈Θ|〉+ varies sinusoidally as the wall heat flux
resulting thus in a region of constant #D(i) (eq. (4.5)), as shown in Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.5: Snapshots of the non-dimensionalized temperature field Θ of "halfsin" at '41 = 5300
(top row) and at '41 = 37700 (bottom row) with %A = 0.71 (left) and %A = 0.025
(right). Values range from low (dark region) in the upper, heated part of the pipe
(i = 90°) to high (bright region) in the lower, adiabatic part i = −90°. Figures taken
from Ref. [SSA1].
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Figure 4.6: Non-dimensionalized temperature in viscous units at '41 = 5300 (top row) and
'41 = 37700 (bottom row) with %A = 0.71 (left) and %A = 0.025 (right). The left
semicircles show "halfconst" and the right semicircles show "halfsin". Figures taken
from Ref. [SSA1].

A quantitative comparison of the temperature profiles for the "halfsin" thermal
boundary condition is shown in Fig. 4.8. The various lines show radial profiles
of 〈Θ〉+ evaluated at five azimuthal locations i = −90°,−45°, 0°, 45°, 90°. For
%A = 0.71 the change in Reynolds number from '41 = 5300 ('4g = Dg'/a ≈
180) to '41 = 37700 ('4g ≈ 1000) has a moderate impact only, whereas
for %A = 0.025 the temperature values approximately triple. For instance,
〈Θ|〉+ (i = 90°) = −9 for '41 = 5300 and 〈Θ|〉+ (i = 90°) = −27 for '41 =
37700. A logarithmic region for the temperature profiles is only observed
for i > 0 at %A = 0.71. Indeed, for %A = 0.025 convection increases over
conduction with increasing Reynolds number, while for %A = 0.71 convection
is already predominant at '41 = 5300. In the adiabatic region and at %A =
0.025, the thermal field is dominated by conduction."[SSA1]
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Figure 4.7: Non-dimensional wall temperature in viscous units of "halfsin" ( ) and "halfconst"
( ) for various '41 . Figures taken from Ref. [SSA1].
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Figure 4.8: Non-dimensional temperature profiles of "halfsin" in viscous units evaluated at i =
−90° ( ), i = −45° ( ), i = 0° ( ), i = 45° ( ), i = 90° ( )
for '41 = 5300 ( ) and '41 = 37700 ( ). Figures taken from Ref. [SSA1].

4.2.3 Temperature Variance

"The general distribution as well as the influence of the Prandtl and the
Reynolds number on the temperature variance is shown for the "halfsin" setup
in Fig. 4.9. On the adiabatic (lower) part of the pipe the temperature variance
is very small. For %A = 0.71 the highest temperature variance occurs at the
azimuthal location of maximum wall heat flux (i = 90°) with a peak at the
wall normal location of ~+ ≈ 20. A higher Reynolds number gives a slightly
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Figure 4.9: Non-dimensional temperature variance profiles of "halfsin" in viscous units evaluated
at i = −90° ( ), i = −45° ( ), i = 0° ( ), i = 45° ( ), i = 90°
( ) for '41 = 5300 ( ) and '41 = 37700 ( ). Figures taken from Ref.
[SSA1].

increased temperature variance in the heated (upper) part of the pipe. For
%A = 0.025 on the other hand, the Reynolds number has a strong effect on the
magnitude of the temperature variance. The highest temperature variance at
the wall occurs at i = 45°, instead of i = 90°, with a peak at the wall normal
location of ~+ ≈ 100 and ~+ ≈ 400 for '41 = 5300 and '41 = 37700, respec-
tively. The wall normal temperature variance at i = 45° increases by a factor
of 18 from '41 = 5300 to '41 = 37700. This is caused by the very high con-
tribution of conduction to the heat transfer at '41 = 5300 for %A = 0.025 and
consequently almost no turbulent mixing. The turbulent mixing increases sig-
nificantly at '41 = 37700. For %A = 0.71 however, convection already prevails
over conduction at '41 = 5300 and thus the increase of temperature variance
with Reynolds number is less than compared to the case of %A = 0.025. The
peculiarity of the temperature variance in the near-wall region being higher
at i = 45° than at i = 90° for %A = 0.025 is also observed for "halfconst"
and results from the higher production of temperature variance at the former
azimuthal location. Due to the high thermal diffusivity, the radial gradients
of the averaged temperature are small in the near-wall region at i = 90°, as
observed in Fig. 4.6 and discussed previously. Due to symmetry the azimuthal
gradients vanish at i = 90°. Therefore, the production of the temperature vari-
ance, i.e. the product of turbulent heat flux and averaged temperature gradient,
is relatively small. However, strong gradients in azimuthal direction of the
averaged temperature occur at i = 45° for %A = 0.025, as observed in Fig. 4.6,
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Figure 4.10: Ratio of turbulent thermal diffusivities to molecular thermal diffusivity UC/U of
"halfsin" at '41 = 37700 for %A = 0.71 (left) and %A = 0.025 (right). The left side
of each plot shows UC,A and the right side UC,i . Figures taken from Ref. [SSA1].

and coincide with the maximum of the azimuthal turbulent heat flux, resulting
in a higher production of the temperature variance than at i = 90°."[SSA1]

4.2.4 Turbulent Prandtl Number

"RANS models relying on the Reynolds analogy, i.e. assuming that turbulent
kinematic viscosity is approximately equal to turbulent thermal diffusivity
aC/UC = %AC ≈ 1 are not suited for liquid metals due to their different heat
transfer mechanism compared to fluids with %A ≈ 1 (e.g. Refs. [27, 38, 77]).
The turbulent viscosity for the fully developed pipe flow is

aC (A) = − 〈DADI〉
i,I,C

m〈*I 〉i,I,C
mA

(4.6)

and the turbulent diffusivities, being different in radial and azimuthal direction,
are

UC ,A (A, i) = − 〈DAo〉m〈Θ〉
mA

, UC ,i (A, i) = −
〈Dio〉
1
A
m〈Θ〉
mi

(4.7)

The ratio of turbulent to molecular thermal diffusivity UC/U for "halfsin" at
'41 = 37700 is shown in Fig. 4.10. The results for "halfconst" are similar
and therefore omitted. As already found by Antoranz et al. [4] for '41 = 5300
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Figure 4.11: Turbulent Prandtl number for "halfsin" in radial ( ) and azimuthal ( )
direction for %A = 0.71 (top) and %A = 0.025 (bottom). Figures taken from Ref.
[SSA1].

and %A = 0.71, the thermal diffusivites of eqn. (4.7) are indeed different and
clearly exhibit a dependency on the radial location but depend only weakly on
the azimuthal location. The same is true for higher Reynolds numbers and also
for the lower Prandtl number %A = 0.025. A singularity appears where the
temperature gradient in the denominator of eqs. (4.7) vanishes. Even though
the general pattern for %A = 0.025 is very similar to %A = 0.71, the values
are two orders of magnitude apart. For %A = 0.025 the turbulent thermal
diffusivities are comparable with the values of the molecular diffusivities and
thus non-negligible, while for %A = 0.71 the turbulent thermal diffusivities are
dominant.

The radial and circumferential turbulent Prandtl numbers, shown in Fig. 4.11
for "halfsin", are obtained by dividing the turbulent viscosity, evaluated by eq.
(4.6), with the values of UC ,A and UC ,i averaged over a range without singularity
and with a weak dependency on i, i.e. 45° < i < 90° and 0 < i < 45°,
respectively. The results for "halfconst" are similar again and therefore omitted.
For %A = 0.71 and at '41 = 5300, the turbulent Prandtl number attains
a maximum value of %AC ,A ≈ 1 and %AC ,i ≈ 0.7 in radial and azimuthal
direction, respectively, and only in the center of the pipe it shows an isotropic
behavior, i.e. %AC ,A = %AC ,i = 0.7. At '41 = 37700, the radial turbulent
Prandtl number still has a peak close to the wall at ~+ ≈ 50 but converges
to the azimuthal turbulent Prandtl number further away from the wall. An
isotropic state is observed from ~+ ≈ 500 up to the center of the pipe where
%AC ,A ≈ %AC ,i ≈ 0.7. For the low molecular Prandtl number of %A = 0.025
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4 The effect of azimuthally inhomogeneous thermal boundary conditions

the turbulent Prandtl numbers exhibit similar wall-normal dependencies with
maxima of %AC ,A ≈ 3 and %AC ,i ≈ 2 at '41 = 5300 and an isotropic state of
%AC ,A ≈ %AC ,i ≈ 1.

Therefore, if the Reynolds number is high enough, the assumption of a constant
turbulent Prandtl number close to 1 appears to be adequate within the core
region of the flow even for fluids of low molecular Prandtl number and non-
homogeneous thermal boundary conditions. Close to the wall however such
an assumption underestimates the turbulent Prandtl number of %A = 0.025
in radial direction up to 75 %. Overall, the present results indicate that errors
introduced by the assumption of the Reynolds analogy are becoming less severe
for higher Reynolds numbers."[SSA1]

4.2.5 Proper orthogonal decomposition

The application and evaluation of the POD is carried out analogous to Antoranz
et al. [5] for the "halfsin" setup. The present results at '41 = 5300 and %A =
0.71 agree with their data. Low-Prandtl-number fluids and the moderately
high Reynolds numbers of the present database extend their observations and
are reported in the following paragraphs.

By decomposing the thermal field into POD modes, a large amount of the
energy can be represented by a small number of modes thereby reducing the
order of the model. Summing all the eigenvalues together yields the energy,
in case of thermal fields that is half the temperature variance, contained in the
domain according to Eq. (2.59).

The energy captured by a single mode is given by its eigenvalue _8 = f2
8 /"

(where the factor 1/" is dropped in Figure 4.12 due to the normalization by
the energy contained within all modes). This energy per POD mode is visual-
ized together with the cumulative sum in Fig. 4.12. For %A = 0.71, the modal
contribution of the first modes to the energy is relatively low with values of
f2
8 ≈ 6%−7%. In order to represent 90% of the energy a large number ofmodes

is required, i.e 105, 239, 370, 374 for '41 = 5300, 11700, 19000, 37700, re-
spectively. As smaller structures of non-negligible energy are present at higher
Reynolds numbers, more modes are required for '41 = 37700 compared to
'41 = 5300 to represent a certain amount of energy.
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Figure 4.12: Singular values f2
8
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sum (bottom row) for %A = 0.71 (left column) and %A = 0.025 (right column)

A reduced ordermodel of low-Prandtl-number fluids ismore likely conceivable
since a larger fraction of the energy is contained within the first modes. In
fact, the first mode for %A = 0.025 at '41 = 5300, 11700, 19000, 37700 is
responsible for 34%, 23%, 18% and 15%, respectively and 90% of the energy
are contained within the first 12, 21, 28, 40 modes. Due to the high thermal
diffusivity of low-Prandtl-number fluids, the thermal structures, particularly
the energy-containing ones, are larger than compared to %A = 0.71 so that the
relative importance of the first modes increases.

The dominant coherent structure, identified by the first PODmode, is presented
in Fig. 4.13 in a cross-sectional view of the heated pipe. Note that the POD
modes, identified as eigenvectors in the discrete case as explained in Section
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4 The effect of azimuthally inhomogeneous thermal boundary conditions

2.3, are normalized to be of unit length. Additionally, symmetry is exploited
to improve the quality of the first POD mode. In the case of %A = 0.71 a large
scale structure is located at the symmetry plane of i = 90°. The zero contour
line separates this central structure from two flanking structures on each side.
Even though, the central and flanking structures extend from the heated, upper
part of the pipe to the lower part, high magnitudes are only observed in the
upper part. The Reynolds number only has a small influence on the shape of
the structures. For '41 = 5300, 11700 and %A = 0.71 the first modes agree
well with the data by Antoranz et al. [5]. The low-Prandt-number fluid of
%A = 0.025 exhibits a similar pattern of structures with a central one on the
symmetry plane and two flanking structures. Particularly, for the moderately
high Reynolds number of '41 = 37700, the location of the structures and
their magnitude agree very well between %A = 0.71 and %A = 0.025. At the
lower end of the investigated Reynolds numbers, '41 = 5300, only the central
structure remains and extends over the whole cross section. Especially for this
combination of '41 = 5300 and %A = 0.025, where the thermal field is still
in a laminar-like state, the turbulent contribution to the heat transfer from the
heated, upper part of the pipe to the lower part is largely represented by this
first mode.
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5 The effect of axially and
azimuthally inhomogeneous
thermal boundary conditions

The wall heat flux distribution on a receiver of a central receiver system is
inhomogeneous both in azimuthal and in axial direction. Therefore, thermal
statistics are strongly dependent on the location in respect to the wall heat flux
distribution and need to be evaluated locally.

The numerical setup of this complex distribution of wall heat flux applied on
the receiver is described in the next section followed by the results in terms
of first- and second-order thermal statistics. The conclusions are drawn in the
final chapter.

5.1 Setup of the axially and azimuthally
inhomogeneous thermal boundary
conditions

The assumptions made in the previous chapters, i.e. incompressible flow, New-
tonian fluid, constant thermophysical properties, negligible heating due to vis-
cous dissipation and negligible buoyancy forces, are adopted. The velocity
field is considered to be fully developed. However, the thermal field is de-
veloping due to the axial inhomogeneity in contrast to the previous chapters.
Therefore, the governing equations, Eq. (3.1) and Eq. (3.2), are slightly
modified by dropping the source term (Θ in the temperature equation. This
source term compensates for the increase in temperature along the axial direc-
tion and allows for treating the fully developed temperature field with periodic
boundary conditions. For a developing temperature field such a source term
is not required as Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions are prescribed
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5 The effect of axially and azimuthally inhomogeneous thermal boundary conditions

at the inlet and outlet, respectively, for the temperature field. Note that peri-
odic boundary conditions are prescribed for the fully developed velocity field
nonetheless because of the treatment of the temperature as a passive scalar.

Different from the previous chapters, temperature is non-dimensionalized as a
scaled difference between the local temperature ) and, as reference, the inlet
temperature )0

Θ =
) − )0
@|,A4 5

d2?*1 (5.1)

with a reference wall heat flux @|,A4 5 = c@|,<0G . The Dirichlet boundary
condition at the inlet and zero-gradient at the outlet are then given as

Θ(I = 0) = 0 (5.2)
mΘ
mI

����
!I

= 0 (5.3)

The prescribedwall heat flux at the outlet is non-zero and hence the temperature
is increasing in axial direction so that the zero-gradient boundary condition
is enforced artificially. However, the prescribed wall heat flux at the outlet
is small, i.e. less than 5% of its maximum, so that the axial temperature
gradient at the outlet is small, too, and the zero-gradient boundary condition
is a reasonable approximation.

At the wall, the no-slip boundary condition for the velocity field is set and a
wall heat flux distribution, similar to the one employed by Marocco et al. [50],
of

@̃| =
@|

@|,A4 5
=


c sin(i) exp

(
− 1

2

(
I−!I/2
!I/5

)2
)
, 0 < i < 180°

0, else
(5.4)

is prescribed. It is adiabatic on one side of the pipe and varies sinusoidally
over the circumferential direction and as a Gaussian function in axial direction,
being centered symmetrically over the domain of length !I . The azimuthal
variation and the factor c is the same as in the previous chapter, cf. Eq. (4.3),
so that the heat rate at I = !I/2 is the same as in the homogeneous setup.
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5.1 Setup of the axially and azimuthally inhomogeneous thermal boundary conditions

Table 5.1: Domain length !I , number of elements =4; and averging time C�.

'41 !I/� =4; C�*1/�
5300 (DNS) 12.5 36 480 11 900
5300 (DNS) 25.0 72 960 17 600
5300 (LES) 12.5 7128 48 000
11 700 (LES) 12.5 45 360 9000
19 000 (LES) 12.5 132 480 5000
37 700 (LES) 12.5 631 040 660

Using the definition of the non-dimensional temperature Θ, the local Nusselt
number is given as

#D(i, I) = %4

〈Θ| (i, I)〉C − 〈Θ1 (I)〉C @̃| (i, I) (5.5)

The circumferentially averaged Nusselt number and the Nusselt number at the
circumferential location of maximum wall heat flux i = 90° are respectively

〈#D〉i = %4

〈Θ|〉i,C − 〈Θ1〉C 〈@̃|〉
i (5.6)

#D(i = 90°) = %4

〈Θ| (i = 90°)〉C − 〈Θ1〉C @̃| (i = 90°) (5.7)

Two direct numerical simulations at '41 = 5300 follow the resolution
requirements given in Sec. 3.1 and differ in domain length, i.e. !I =
12.5� and !I = 25�. Large-eddy simulations are performed for '41 =
5300, 11700, 19000, 37700 with the same resolution requirements as given for
the LES in Sec. 3.1 and a domain length of !I = 12.5�. All simulations
feature two Prandtl numbers of %A = 0.025, 0.71. Their respective number of
elements and averaging times are given in Table 5.1.

Due to the inhomogeneity of the thermal boundary conditions and consequently
the lack of homogeneous directions, averaging is performed only in time except
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Figure 5.1: Circumferentially averaged Nusselt number and Nusselt number at i = 90° for '41 =
5300 at %A = 0.71 (left) and %A = 0.025 (right). Continuous lines are DNS and
dotted lines are LES results.

for the circumferentially averaged Nusselt number where both spatial and
temporal averaging is performed. Thus, first- and second-order statistics,
presented in the next section, are dependent on radial A, azimuthal i and
streamwise I location. The statistics are improved by exploiting the left-right-
symmetry along the axis at i = 90°.

5.1.1 Validation

For validation purposes, the results of the LES at '41 = 5300 and !I = 12.5 are
compared to the DNS in this subsection focusing on the agreement between
DNS and LES results with a more detailed discussion of the results in the
next section. The circumferentially averaged Nusselt number and the Nusselt
number at the circumferential location of maximum wall heat flux are shown
in Fig. 5.1. The Nusselt numbers from the LES are indistinguishable from the
DNS results for both Prandtl numbers.

Second-order thermal statistics are more challenging in terms of required
resolution and averaging time. Nevertheless, good agreement is found also for
first- and second-order thermal statistics as exemplified by the radial turbulent
heat flux presented in Fig. 5.2. The turbulent heat flux in radial direction is
evaluated at different axial locations I/� and at the circumferential location
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Figure 5.2: Radial turbulent heat flux at i = 90° for '41 = 5300 at %A = 0.71 (left) and
%A = 0.025 (right). The axial location is given in z/D. Continuous lines are DNS and
dotted lines are LES results.

of maximum wall heat flux i = 90°. The agreement between DNS and LES
results for the radial turbulent heat flux is very good for both Prandtl numbers.
Furthermore, temperature, temperature variance and turbulent heat fluxes in
azimuthal and streamwise direction also agree well between DNS and LES
results (not shown).

5.2 Results and Discussion

First- and second-order thermal statistics are evaluated in this section including
temperature, temperature variance and turbulent heat fluxes in radial, azimuthal
and streamwise direction together with the Nusselt number and instantaneous
snapshots.
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5 The effect of axially and azimuthally inhomogeneous thermal boundary conditions

Figure 5.3: Instantaneous snapshots of the thermal field for '41 = 19000 and %A = 0.71 (left) and
%A = 0.025 (right), scaled by their individual minimum and maximum temperature.
The flow direction is from the upper right to the lower left corner.

5.2.1 Instantaneous snapshots

The instantaneous temperature field for the axially and azimuthally inhomo-
geneous thermal boundary condition qualitatively shows the difference in the
thermal field between the two investigated Prandtl numbers in Fig. 5.3 for
'41 = 19000. At the same instance in time the thermal field of a fluid with
%A = 0.71 and a low-Prandtl-number fluid of %A = 0.025 are captured. The
footprint of the prescribed wall heat flux boundary condition with the maxi-
mum temperature at i = 90° and at I ≈ !I/2 is clearly visible in both cases.
A streaky pattern of the wall temperature at its maximum is visible only for
%A = 0.71 as well as comparably small structures at the cross section of the out-
let. On the other hand, the low-Prandtl-number fluid is characterized by a high
thermal diffusivity, which effectively smears out the smaller structures so that
only the larger structures remain (c.f. Figs. 3.8 and 4.5 for the homogeneous
and azimuthally inhomogeneous setups, respectively).

5.2.2 Nusselt number

More quantitative information can be gathered from the thermal statistics. The
Nusselt number, which characterizes the heat transfer in forced convection, is
presented in Fig. 5.4. The circumferentially averaged Nusselt number 〈#D〉i
as well as the local Nusselt number evaluated at the location of maximum wall
heat flux i = 90° are plotted. Their distribution is remarkably similar for
%A = 0.71. Due to the vanishing denominator, the Nusselt number becomes
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Figure 5.4: Nusselt number distribution for varying Reynolds numbers '41 =
5300, 11700, 19000, 37700 at %A = 0.71 (left) and %A = 0.025 (right). The
longer domain length of !I = 25� is given in black.

singular at the inlet and it decreases monotonically in axial direction. In the
first half of the domain, wall temperature, bulk temperature and wall heat
flux all increase in axial direction, with the difference between wall and bulk
temperature (denominator of the Nusselt number) increasing stronger than
the wall heat flux (numerator of the Nusselt number). In the second half of
the domain, downstream of the maximum wall temperature, the difference
between wall and bulk temperature decreases slower in axial direction than the
wall heat flux decreases, resulting still in a decrease of the Nusselt number in
axial direction. The same shape for the development of the Nusselt number has
been reported by Marocco et al. [50] using a four-equation turbulence model.
For low-Prandtl-number fluids the Nusselt number evaluated at the location of
maximum heat flux #D(i = 90°) is lower than the circumferentially averaged
Nusselt number, a result of the less intense peak of the wall temperature due
to the high thermal diffusivity, as shown and discussed in the next paragraphs.
Higher Reynolds numbers lead to higher Nusselt numbers as expected since
convection becomes more dominant.
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5.2.3 Wall temperature

The wall temperature evaluated at the circumferential location of maximum
wall heat flux i = 90° is shown in Fig. 5.5. The maximum of the wall
temperature resides at I/!I ≈ 0.6, shifted slightly downstream in respect to the
maximum of the wall heat flux at I/!I = 0.5, and its location is insensitive to
the Reynolds number. The effect of the Reynolds number is more pronounced
for low Prandtl numbers, causing higher maximum temperatures for higher
Reynolds numbers. Lower Nusselt numbers for the longer domain length of
!I = 25�, as shown in Fig. 5.4, are associated with a higher wall temperature
for both Prandtl numbers than the corresponding case at the same Reynolds
number and the shorter domain. As the thermal field is developing, the domain
length has an effect on the thermal statistics. For instance the temperature field
at the axial center of the domain, I/!I = 0.5, develops from the inlet for
I/� = 12.5 in the longer domain compared to I/� = 6.25 in the shorter
domain. Besides, the overall heat input, as a result of the prescribed wall heat
flux according to Eq. 5.2, is larger for the longer domain.

Fig. 5.6 shows the wall temperature distribution in circumferential direction
evaluated at I = !I/2. Due to the left-right symmetry of the problem only
one half of the pipe −90° < i < 90° is presented. Angles are depicted
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Figure 5.6: Wall temperature in viscous units at I = !I/2 for %A = 0.71 (left) and %A = 0.025
(right).

schematically in Fig. 4.1. Effects of the Reynolds number and of the domain
length are present as discussed in the previous paragraph with an increase of
wall temperature with Reynolds number and an increased temperature for the
longer domain length due to the longer spatial development of the thermal
field. Noteworthy in this plot is the less intense peak of the wall temperature
for %A = 0.025, i.e. the ratio of 〈Θ|〉C (i = 90°)/〈Θ|〉i,C is lower than for
%A = 0.71 due to the high thermal diffusivity of low-Prandtl-number fluids.
This is responsible for the lower Nusselt numbers evaluated at i = 90°, shown
in Fig. 5.4, and particularly pronounced in the case of !I = 25�.

5.2.4 Radial profiles

This subsection presents radial profiles of first- and second-order statistics. On
account of the short averaging period for the case at '41 = 37700, second-
order statistics are only presented for '41 = 5300 and '41 = 19000. The
database of this chapter includes additionally the results of the two DNSs
at '41 = 5300 of domain size !I = 12.5� and 25� and the intermediate
Reynolds number case at '41 = 11700 as well as profiles evaluated at the
angles of i = ±90°,±45°, 0°.

To distinguish the selected axial locations, the line-styles and -colors as given
in Table 5.2 are used for the following profiles in Figs. 5.7 - 5.11.
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5 The effect of axially and azimuthally inhomogeneous thermal boundary conditions

Table 5.2: Line-styles and line-colors for axial location of radial profiles.

I/� 1.25 3.75 6.25 8.75 11.25

Line-style

The temperature, evaluated at the circumferential location of maximum wall
heat flux i = 90° is presented in Fig. 5.7. This figure shows the results for
the fluid with %A = 0.71 in the left column and for the low-Prandtl-number
fluid with %A = 0.025 in the right column. The top row represents the results
obtained at '41 = 5300 and the bottom row the results at '41 = 37700. Five
axial locations, consisting of the central location at I/� = 6.25 = !I/2 and
two locations upstream and downstream thereof, are selected to indicate also
the axial development of the thermal statistics. Note the different abscissas at
different Reynolds numbers. Close to the inlet, the temperature is non-zero
only in the near-wall region. This region of non-zero temperature is increasing
towards the core of the flow with increasing axial development of the thermal
field. Due to the high thermal diffusivity at %A = 0.025, this thermal boundary
layer extends further towards the core of the flow, so that at '41 = 5300
already at half of the domain length I/� = 6.25 the temperature in the core
is non-zero. A higher Reynolds number reduces the radial extension of the
thermal boundary layer due to the relatively increasing effect of convection
over diffusion. As pointed out in Fig. 5.5, the maximum wall temperature
resides downstream of the maximum wall heat flux at I/!I ≈ 0.6.

The temperature variance, being important for the design of the receiver due
to thermal fatigue, is shown in Fig. 5.8 for the circumferential location of
maximum wall heat flux i = 90°. Instead of the results at '41 = 37700, the
bottom row shows the results obtained at '41 = 19000 because of the relatively
short averaging period for '41 = 37700. The temperature variance is non-
vanishing at the wall because of the Neumann-type boundary condition, which
permits fluctuations of the wall temperature. A near-wall peak is developing,
moving away from the wall and closer to the core region with increasing axial
location, clearly visible for %A = 0.025. It gains in magnitude up to I/!I ≈
0.6 and declines further downstream, similar to the axial wall temperature
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Figure 5.7: Temperature in viscous units at i = 90° for %A = 0.71 (left) and %A = 0.025 (right)
and the LESs at '41 = 5300 (top) and '41 = 37700 (bottom).

distribution. For the lower Prandtl number %A = 0.025 the peak is located
further away from the all, due to the high thermal diffusivity and the larger
thermal boundary layer. As the thermal field at '41 = 5300 and %A = 0.025
is still in a laminar-like state the thermal fluctuations are very small and they
increase by approximately one order of magnitude at '41 = 19000, when
scaled in viscous units.

The radial distribution of the radial turbulent heat flux is directly related to the
temperature distribution, as shown by Eq. (3.41). It is presented in Fig. 5.9
for the circumferential location of maximum wall heat flux i = 90°. Similar
features as for the temperature variance can be observed. The peak gains in
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Figure 5.8: Temperature variance in viscous units at i = 90° for %A = 0.71 (left) and %A = 0.025
(right) and the LESs at '41 = 5300 (top) and '41 = 19000 (bottom).

magnitude and declines towards the outlet. The core of the flow exhibits non-
vanishing radial turbulent heat flux for the low-Prandtl-number fluid further
upstream than for %A = 0.71 due to the larger thermal boundary layer. The
increase in Reynolds number from '41 = 5300 to '41 = 19000 increases the
radial turbulent heat flux of %A = 0.025 approximately threefold, when scaled
in viscous units. The gain is smaller than that of the temperature variance
because the fluctuations of the velocity field do not increase as much as the
thermal fluctuations.

Due to the symmetry of the wall heat flux boundary condition, the azimuthal
turbulent heat flux vanishes at i = ±90°. Therefore, it is presented at the
circumferential location of i = 45° in Fig. 5.10. A near-wall peak is observed,
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Figure 5.9: Radial turbulent heat flux at i = 90° for %A = 0.71 (left) and %A = 0.025 (right) and
the LESs at '41 = 5300 (top) and '41 = 19000 (bottom).

gaining in magnitude and only reducing slightly close to the outlet at I/� =
11.25, while shifting closer to the core region when the streamwise location
increases. Particularly for the case at '41 = 5300 and %A = 0.025, a bump is
visible at ~+ ≈ 75, which is likely caused by the high temperature variance at
this location. This bump is less pronounced at the higher Reynolds number of
'41 = 19000 with the peak being flatter.

The streamwise turbulent heat flux evaluated at the circumferential location of
maximum wall heat flux i = 90° is given in Fig. 5.11. For the cases of %A =
0.71, the dependency on the axial location with a gain and decline is similar to
what is observed for the previously presented second-order thermal statistics.
The low-Prandtl-number fluid exhibits a remarkably different development.
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Figure 5.10: Azimuthal turbulent heat flux at i = 45° for %A = 0.71 (left) and %A = 0.025 (right)
and the LESs at '41 = 5300 (top) and '41 = 19000 (bottom).

Close to the inlet, where the thermal fluctuations are still small and limited to
the region right next to the wall, the correlation between streamwise velocity
and thermal fluctuations is dominated by the fluctuations of the velocity field,
building up a near wall peak at ~+ ≈ 20. Downstream of the axial location of
maximum wall heat flux , i.e. at I/!I > 0.5, a second peak emerges, which is
declining in magnitude due to the declining wall heat flux and shifts closer to
the core region. Such a distribution, consisting of a near wall peak and an outer
peak closer towards the pipe center, is also observed for the fully developed
thermal field under homogeneous isoflux boundary conditions, as shown in
Fig. 3.12 and discussed in the corresponding paragraph.
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Figure 5.11: Streamwise turbulent heat flux at i = 90° for %A = 0.71 (left) and %A = 0.025
(right) and the LESs at '41 = 5300 (top) and '41 = 19000 (bottom).
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6 Conclusions and outlook

For the efficient application of liquid metals as heat transfer fluids an improved
understanding of their distinct heat transfer mechanism is essential. This study
focuses on the application of liquid metals in central receiver systems. Par-
ticular in central receiver systems is the non-homogeneous thermal boundary
condition applied on the receiver. Such complex thermal boundary conditions
are studied numerically by direct numerical simulations and large-eddy simu-
lations in order to generate a high-fidelity database crucial for the improvement
of less computationally expensive Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes simula-
tions. In a first step, "three types of thermal boundary conditions, i.e. isother-
mal, mixed-type and isoflux, are analyzed in a fully-developed turbulent forced
convection pipe flow. The influence of the TBC on thermal statistics is as-
sessed for bulk Reynolds numbers up to '41 = 37700 and Prandtl numbers
of %A = 0.71, %A = 0.025 by means of DNS (for '41 = 5300) and well-
resolved LES. For %A = 0.71 the TBC barely affects the Nusselt number while
for %A = 0.025, the Nusselt number for IT is ≈ 20% lower than for IF/MBC
analogous to laminar fully-developed forced convection. This highlights the
different heat transfer mechanism for low Prandtl number fluids, where the
molecular conduction plays an important role even for turbulent convection at
moderately high Reynolds numbers. Thermal one-point statistics are depen-
dent on the TBC, especially for low Prandtl numbers. Due to the Dirichlet
boundary condition of IT and MBC, temperature fluctuations at the wall are
suppressed, leading to different near-wall behaviors of the turbulent heat fluxes
compared to IF. For the same reason the premultiplied power spectral densities
of IF exhibit thermal structures at the wall, which are absent for IT and MBC.

Depending on the Prandtl number and on which statistics are to be evaluated,
the appropriate TBC is to be chosen. For %A ≈ 1 all three types give similar
results except for the temperature variance at the wall. Therefore, MBC is
recommended due to its simplicity in implementation. On the other hand, for
%A � 1, differences between the TBCs are more pronounced. If true isother-
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mal boundary conditions are to be simulated for a low-Prandtl-number fluid,
even though difficult to realize in practice, IT should be used since MBC gives
significantly different results. For a constant wall heat flux condition, first-
order statistics between MBC and IF agree such that MBC is recommended.
Previous literature studies on conjugate heat transfer show maximum values
of temperature fluctuations occuring for IF [77], representing thus the most
conservative boundary condition for their estimation. The recommended TBC
for low-Prandtl-number heat transfer fluids in CSP plants is IF for two reasons:
First, the focused solar radiation imposes a wall heat flux boundary condition
on the receiver; second, the thermal fluctuations of the wall temperature, which
are only reproduced by IF, should be taken into account when designing the
receiver.

The presented results of first- and second-order statistics together with the
Nusselt number and its contributions are hosted in the open access repository
KITopen [SSD1]. Due to the limited numerical (and experimental) data avail-
able of heat transfer in liquid metals, this database can serve as reference data
for testing and improving Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) models.
Individual contributions to the budget of the temperature variance and budgets
of the turbulent heat fluxes in radial and streamwise direction [...] are also
available in the database."[SSA2]

Using the findings of the study on the influence of the type of thermal boundary
conditions in a homogeneous setup, the isoflux boundary condition is selected
and prescribed for the simulations of non-homogeneous thermal boundary
conditions. The complexity of the thermal boundary condition is increased
gradually, by first studying azimuthally non-homogeneous thermal boundary
conditions. The same parameter space of Reynolds numbers from '41 = 5300
to '41 = 37700 and two Prandtl numbers of %A = 0.71 and %A = 0.025 is
studied for fully developed turbulent forced convection pipe flow where the
surface heat flux is applied non-homogeneously in azimuthal direction. The
thermal boundary condition is derived from the application in central receiver
systems and features one adiabatic half and one heated half of the pipe wall.
On the heated part either a constant wall heat flux or a sinusoidal distribution of
the wall heat flux is imposed. For this setup "the azimuthally averaged global
Nusselt number #D� practically coincides with that for a uniform applied
surface heat flux. The locally defined Nusselt number exhibits a plateau over
a wide range of the heated section, where the results for the sinusoidal and
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constant wall heat flux collapse. Within this region, the locally defined Nusselt
number is approximately 20 % and 50 % lower than its respective global value
for %A = 0.71 and %A = 0.025. Large values for the local Nusselt number occur
close to the edge of the heated section, where thewall temperature is close to the
bulk temperature. The temperature profiles only present logarithmic regions
within the heated part of the pipe at %A = 0.71, while it is absent for %A = 0.025
even at '41 = 37700. The radial and azimuthal thermal diffusivities show only
a weak dependency on the circumferential location, therefore being practically
only a function of the radial location. For '41 = 37700, the turbulent Prandtl
numbers of %A = 0.71 and %A = 0.025 attain an approximately constant value
for ~+ > 500, where it is isotropic and approximately unity."[SSA1]

A proper orthogonal decomposition of the thermal fields reveals a higher con-
centration of energy in the first modes for low-Prandtl-number fluids compared
to %A ≈ 1. This is due to the comparatively larger thermal structures present
at low Prandtl numbers. Therefore, fewer modes are required to capture 90%
of the energy for a fluid of a low Prandtl number of %A = 0.025, i.e. 12 − 40
modes in the range of '41 = 5300 to '41 = 37700, compared to 105 − 374
modes for %A = 0.71. Even though the relative energy of the modes is different
between the two considered Prandtl numbers, the spatial distribution of the
first mode is very similar, especially for high enough Reynolds numbers like
'41 = 37700.

A second database including the presented results of first- and second-order
thermal statistics of the azimuthally non-homogeneous thermal boundary con-
ditions is hosted also in the open access repository KITopen [SSD3].

Increasing the complexity of the thermal boundary conditions one step further,
an axially and azimuthally inhomogeneously distributed wall heat flux is stud-
ied. The distribution of the wall heat flux in azimuthal direction is considered
adiabatic on one half of the pipe and a sinusoidal wall heat flux distribution is
imposed on the other half. In axial direction a Gaussian function for the wall
heat flux is selected to represent the locality of the wall heat flux imposed on
the receiver of an actual central receiver system. The same parameter space of
Reynolds and Prandtl numbers as before is explored. Locally evaluated Nusselt
numbers at the azimuthal location of maximum heat flux and the azimuthally
averaged Nusselt number are compared and yield very similar distributions for
%A ≈ 1, with increased Nusselt numbers at high Reynolds numbers. For lower
Prandtl numbers however, the local Nusselt numbers are lower than the cir-
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cumferentially averaged ones due to the high thermal diffusivity causing a less
intense peak of the wall temperature at the location of maximumwall heat flux.
The wall temperature, normalized in viscous units, exhibits an increasing trend
with increasing Reynolds number, more pronounced for low Prandtl numbers.
It reaches its maximum downstream of the axial location ofmaximumwall heat
flux at I/!I ≈ 0.6 compared to I/!I = 0.5, respectively, irrespective of the
Reynolds and Prandtl numbers. In azimuthal direction, the wall temperatures
spread more evenly for low-Prandtl-number fluids causing the temperature to
increase stronger in the adiabatic part of the pipe than for fluids of %A ≈ 1.
Radial profiles of first- and second-order thermal statistics evaluated at the
azimuthal location of maximum wall heat flux and at selected axial locations
display differences in the axial development of the thermal field. The thermal
boundary layer extends further towards the core of the flow for low-Prandtl-
number fluids moving also the peak of the thermal fluctuations further away
from the wall. A peculiarity in the turbulent heat flux in streamwise direction
for the low-Prandtl-number fluid is the appearance of a near-wall peak and an
outer peak closer towards the center of the pipe caused by the radial separation
of the maxima of thermal fluctuations and fluctuations of streamwise velocity
as observed also in the fully developed homogeneous setup.

The presented results of the axially and azimuthally inhomogeneous thermal
boundary conditions are included in a third database and hosted in the open
access repository KITopen [SSD2].

A natural extension for future projects is to lift some of the underlying assump-
tions of the present simulations. First, the assumption of constant thermo-
physical properties could be lifted. This assumption simplifies the numerical
simulations and is therefore often applied in the literature. However, when the
difference in physical temperatures is not small enough, temperature dependent
thermophysical properties should be considered in order to model the turbulent
heat transfer appropriately, as done recently by Antoranz [3] for '4g = 180
and %A = 0.7. Among other things, they encounter secondary motions induced
by the non-isotropic fluid properties.

Second, the influence of buoyancy forces could be taken into account. Depend-
ing on the operating conditions of the central receiver facility, the effects of
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buoyancy forces on velocity and thermal statistics could become non-negligible
in a mixed convection regime. For two Reynolds numbers of '41 = 5300 and
'41 = 11690, aided mixed convection is studied for homogeneous thermal
boundary conditions by means of LES by Centurelli [T2] additionally ex-
tending the decomposition of the Nusselt number to mixed convection. To
explore the parameter space for mixed convection in liquid metals, higher
Reynolds numbers should be considered in the future together with a selection
of Richardson numbers to accommodate for different flow regimes.

Third, conductionwithin the solidwall could be taken into account by including
an additional partial differential equation for the temperature in the solid body
coupled with the system of partial differential equations for the heat transfer in
the fluid (conjugate heat transfer). Since material parameters for the fluid and
the solid under consideration need to be prescribed, the results will be specific
for this combination of fluid/solid and less general.

Fourth, different types of inlet conditions and their effect on the heat transfer
could be examined. The inflow conditions for velocity and temperature might
be strongly affected by the pipe routing. For instance a bend in proximity,
upstream, of the region of heat input could introduce another inhomogeneity
of the mean velocity field (in streamwise and azimuthal direction) on top of
the non-homogeneous thermal boundary conditions.
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A.1 Estimations to support assumptions

Some of the assumptions discussed in Section 2.1 rely on order of magnitude
estimates which are given in the following paragraphs.

Maximum temperature difference In the setup of homogeneous TBCs, the
maximum non-dimensionalized temperature for %A = 0.025 is 〈Θℎ〉+ = 10. In
order to convert the non-dimensionalized temperature differences to physical
temperature differences, the definition of

Θ+ℎ =
〈)|〉C − )
〈@|〉C d2?Dg (A.1)

needs to be recalled and physical parameters of the experiment need to be
taken into account. The wall heat flux density on the receiver is in the order
of @| ≈ 1 MW m−2 [20, 58, 59]. The working temperature of the liquid metal
is estimated to be at ) = 600 K, so that the molecular Prandtl number is close
to the prescribed value of %A = 0.025, according the temperature dependent
thermophysical properties given by Fazio et al. [18]. At this temperature,
density, specific heat capacity at constant pressure, dynamic and kinematic
viscosity as well as thermal conductivity for LBE are [18]

d = 1.0 × 104 kg m−3 (A.2)
2? = 144 J kg−1 K−1 (A.3)
` = 1.8 × 10−3 Pa s (A.4)
a = 1.7 × 10−7 m2 s−1 (A.5)
_ = 12 W m−1 K−1 (A.6)
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The inner diameter of the receiver tube is estimated to be in the order of
� = 0.01 m [10].

The highest Reynolds number simulated in the present thesis is '41 = 37700,
'4g = 1000, which gives a friction velocity of Dg = 0.034 m s−1. The maxi-
mum physical temperature difference is therefore

〈〈)|〉C − )〉 = 〈Θℎ〉
+〈@|〉

d2?Dg
= 200 K. (A.7)

In the setup of azimuthally non-homogeneous TBCs, the non-dimensionalized
temperature for %A = 0.025 ranges from 〈Θ0I〉+ = −27 to 〈Θ0I〉+ = 9 and the
non-dimensionalized temperature is given by

Θ+0I =
)1 − )
〈@|〉i d2?Dg (A.8)

Due to the half sinusoidal distribution of the wall heat flux density, the az-
imuthal average is 〈@|〉i = 32 × 105 MW m−2 for a maximum @| (i = c/2) =
1 MW m−2.

The maximum physical temperature differences are therefore

〈)1 − )|〉|i=c/2 =
〈Θ0I〉+〈@|〉i

d2?Dg
= −171 K (A.9)

〈)1 − )|〉|i=−c/2 = 57 K (A.10)

so that the maximum temperature difference between heated and adiabatic wall
is 〈)| |i=c/2 − )| |i=−c/2〉 = 229 K.

Heating due to viscous dissipation The pseudo-dissipation as a result from
the numerical simulation is ñ+ < 0.027 for the case of '41 = 37700. Converted
into dimensional units, using*1 = '41�/a = 0.64 m s−1, this is

ñ =
*3
1

�

'44
g

'43
1

ñ+ < 7.7 m2 s−3 (A.11)
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The source term in the non-dimensional temperature equation, which accounts
for the mean axial advective heat flux, is (Θ = 4*I/*1 ≈ 5 and the heating
due to viscous dissipation (in the same non-dimensionalization) is

ñ
�d

@|
= 8 × 10−4 (A.12)

which is orders of magnitude smaller than the source term (convective term).

Buoyancy forces The thermal expansion coefficient at ) = 600 K is [18]

V = − 1
d

(
md

m)

)
?

= 1.3 × 10−4 K−1 (A.13)

and the gravitational acceleration is � = 9.81 m s−2 Therefore, the Grashof
number (based on the wall heat flux) yields

�A =
�V@|�

4

_a2 = 3.6 × 107 (A.14)

One criteria to assess the importance of buoyancy effects is to compute the
ratio of

�A

'42
1

= 0.025 � 1 (A.15)

for '41 = 37700, indicating the dominance of forced over natural convection
[32]. A second criteria to asses the importance of buoyancy forces goes back
to Jackson, Cotton, and Axcell [33], defining a buoyancy parameter, which has
recently been employed also for liquid metals [49, 51],

�> = 8 × 104 · �A

'43.425%A0.8 = 8 × 104 · 1.7 × 10−7 = 1.3 × 10−2 (A.16)

encouraging the assumption of negligible buoyancy forces.
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A.2 Budget Equations

A.2.1 Turbulent Kinetic Energy

"The budget of the turbulent kinetic energy : = 1/2〈D8D8〉 is given as

�̄:

�̄C
= %: + Π: − ñ : + �: + ) : (A.17)

where the individual terms are the production %: , pressure-related diffusion
Π: , pseudo-dissipation ñ : , viscous diffusion �: and turbulent velocity related
diffusion ) : , defined as (cf. [17])

%: = −〈D8D:〉 m〈*8〉
mG:

, Π: = − 1
d

〈
D8
m?′

mG8

〉
, ñ : = a

〈
mD8
mG:

mD8
mG:

〉
(A.18)

�: =
a

2
m2〈D8D8〉
mG:mG:

, ) : = −1
2
m〈D8D8D:〉
mG:

(A.19)

Note that the pseudo-dissipation is defined to be positive, as given in Pope [64],
whereas Ref. [17] defines it to be negative, and the pressure is decomposed
into mean and fluctuating part as ? = 〈?〉 + ?′, while velocity and thermal field
are decomposed as in Eq. (3.10)."[SSA2]

A.2.2 Temperature Variance and Turbulent Heat Fluxes

"Additionally, the temperature variance and turbulent heat flux budgets are pre-
sented for completeness, since the individual contributions are also contained
in the database. The budgets for the temperature variance with :o = 1/2〈oo〉
and turbulent heat fluxes 〈D8o〉 are given by

�̄:o

�̄C
=

(
Po + n o +MDo + TDo + So

)
(A.20)

�̄〈D8o〉
�̄C

= P8Θ + TPG8Θ + TD8Θ + n8Θ +MD8Θ + S8 \ (A.21)
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where the individual terms are the production Po , the dissipation n o , the
molecular diffusion MDo and the turbulent diffusion TDo of the temperature
variance, defined as (cf.[35])

Po = −〈D8o〉 m〈Θ〉
mG8

, n o = −U
〈
mo

mG8

mo

mG8

〉
(A.22)

MDo =
U

2
m2〈oo〉
mG8mG8

, TDo = −1
2
m〈D8oo〉
mG8

(A.23)

and the production P8Θ, temperature-pressure gradient TPG8Θ, turbulent dif-
fusion TD8Θ, dissipation n8Θ and molecular diffusion MD8Θ of turbulent heat
fluxes, defined as (cf.[35])

P8Θ = −〈D8D:〉 m〈Θ〉
mG:

− 〈D:o〉 m〈*8〉
mG:

, TPG8Θ = − 1
d

〈
o
m?′

mG8

〉
(A.24)

TD8Θ = −m〈oD8D:〉
mG:

, n8Θ = −U(1 + %A)
〈
mo

mG:

mD8
mG:

〉
(A.25)

MD8Θ =
m

mG:

(
U

〈
D8
mo

mG:

〉
+ U%A

〈
o
mD8
mG:

〉)
(A.26)

Note that the dissipation of temperature variance and of the turbulent heat
fluxes is defined with a negative sign conforming to Kasagi and Ohtsubo [35].

The source term contributions for the temperature variance and turbulent heat
fluxes depend on the type of thermal boundary condition [62]

So =


4〈DIo〉/� MBC, IF

0

(
〈*I〉〈oo〉 + 〈Θ〉〈DIo〉 + 〈DIoo〉 − Um〈oo〉

mI
+ U0〈oo〉

)
IT

(A.27)

S8Θ =


4〈DID8〉/� MBC, IF

0

(
〈*I〉〈oD8〉 + 〈Θ〉〈DID8〉 + 〈DID8o〉 − U2

〈
mo

mI
D8

〉
+ U0〈oD8〉

)
IT

(A.28)
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Note that the budgets for temperature variance and turbulent heat fluxes are
given in dimensional units whereas Kasagi and Ohtsubo [35] state them in
viscous units."[SSA2]
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